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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this dissertation was to analyze Martha Mier’s solo and ensemble 
educational repertoire that incorporates jazz, ragtime and blues elements. This document 
is an analysis of jazz elements from her collections: Jazz, Rag, & Blues; Classical Jazz, 
Rag, & Blues; Christmas Jazz, Rag, & Blues; and Jazz, Rag, & Blues for Two. The 
analysis includes examination of the stylistic elements, harmony, key signature, meter, 
and rhythmic patterns. The document includes an interview with Martha Mier regarding 
her work in incorporating  jazz, ragtime, and blues elements in her compositions.  
The dissertation contains five chapters. Chapter one consists of the introduction, 
the purpose of study, need for the study, limitations of the study, related literature and 
design and procedures. Chapter two contains historical information on jazz, ragtime, and 
blues styles. Chapter three includes a transcript from the interview with composer Martha 
Mier. Chapter four contains a comprehensive analysis of Martha Mier’s educational solo 
and ensemble compositions that incorporate elements of jazz, ragtime, and blues. Chapter 
five contains a summery and recommendations for further study.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 Jazz, often referred to as America’s classical music, is a music genre that 
originated in the African American communities of New Orleans in the United States 
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
1
 Hennessey explains that, “It 
emerged in the form of independent traditional and popular musical styles, all linked by 
the common bonds of African American and European American musical parentage with 
a performance orientation.”2  Although the roots of jazz were in African American 
culture, different cultures and musicians have contributed and devoted their own 
experiences and styles to the art and music form as well.
 3
 Jazz and classical musicians 
worked to incorporate jazz elements into classical forms in the creation of a new genre. 
James Price Johnson was an important contributor to the evolution of stride piano and 
incorporated jazz elements into classical forms in his composition, Yamekraw: A Negro 
Rhapsody (1927). According to John Howland, “Johnson’s Yamekraw represents a 
unique African American parallel - and musical response - to Gershwin’s Rhapsody in 
Blue. Though 
                                                 
 
1
 Thomas Hennessey, “From Jazz to Swing: Black Jazz Musicians and Their 
Music,1917-1935” (PhD diss., Northwestern University, 1973), 470. 
 
 
2
 Ibid. 
 
 
3
 Larry Starr and Christopher Alan Waterman, (American popular music. 
Washington: U.S. Department of State, Bureau of International Information Programs, 
2008), 20. 
 
2 
initially composed for solo piano, Yamekraw was premiered at Carnegie Hall in 1928 in a 
“jazz” orchestral arrangement at a concert organized by W.C. Handy.”4 Many classical 
composers in the twentieth century such as George Gershwin,
5
 Aaron Copland,
6
 Igor 
Stravinsky,
7
 and Maurice Ravel
8
 were interested in jazz music and incorporated jazz 
music elements into their compositions as well. Later, composers of educational piano 
music began to incorporate jazz music elements in their educational compositions for 
young students. An educational composer, William Gillock (1917-1993) published his 
famous New Orleans Jazz Styles,
9
 and arranged the Entertainer
10
 originally composed by 
Scott Joplin.  Educational composer Dennis Alexander (b.1947) has published numerous 
educational compositions including Especially in Jazz Style,
11
 which is focused on 
syncopated rhythms of jazz, and improvisation and freedom of expression in a jazz style.  
Christopher Norton is known for a series of compositions combining contemporary music 
                                                 
 4 John Howland, "Jazz Rhapsodies in Black and White: James P. Johnson’s 
Yamekraw,” American Music Vol. 24, no.4 (2006): 447. 
 
 
5
 George Gershwin, Rhapsody in Blue (New York: Warner Bros., 1942). 
 
 
6
 Aaron Copland, Concerto for Piano and Orchestra (New York: Boosey and 
Hawkes, 1956). 
 
 
7
 Igor Stravinsky, Piano-Rag-Music (London: J.&W. Chester, 1920). 
 
 
8
 Maurice Ravel, Concerto for Piano and Orchestra in G major (Paris: Durand, 
1932). 
 
 
9
 William Gillock, New Orleans Jazz Styles (Cincinnati, OH: Willis Music 
Company, 2006). 
 
 
10
 Scott Joplin, Complete Rags for Piano (New York: G. Schirmer, 1998). 
 
 
11
 Dennis Alexander, Especially in Jazz Style (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing 
Company, 2010). 
 
3 
styles such as jazz, blues, and rock ‘n’ roll, called Microjazz.12 He has published piano 
music and multi-instrument compositions, including Microjazz Collections, Concert 
Collections and Preludes.
13
 Other numerous well-known educational composers in the 
United States who are interested in jazz music elements include; Kevin Olson and Edwin 
McLean,
14
  Larry Minsky,
15
 Bradley Sowash,
16
 and Ann Collins.
17
 Several jazz piano 
pedagogy methods have been published and widely used not only in jazz classes but also 
in group piano classes as supplementary books. The most famous authors of jazz piano 
pedagogy methods are; Noah Baerman,
18
 Mark Levine,
19
 David Dutkanicz.
20
 Martha 
Mier (b.1936) is a recognized composer and clinician whose educational piano music for 
students at all levels has made her one of the United States’ most popular educational 
                                                 
 
12
 “Christopher Norton,” https://www.boosey.com/teaching/composer/Christopher 
Norton (accessed October 07, 2017). 
 
 
13
 "Christopher Norton Store: Home," http://christophernorton.epartnershub.com/ 
(accessed October 06, 2017).  
 
 
14
 Olsen, Kevin and Edwin McLean. In the Key of Jazz (Fort Lauderdale, FL: The 
FJH Music Company Inc., 2008). 
 
 
15
 Larry Minsky, Jazz Montage (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing Company, 
2005). 
 
 
16
 Bradley Sowash, That’s Jazz (San Diego, CA: Neil A. Kjos Music Company, 
2008). 
 
 
17
 Ann Collins, Jazz Works (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing Company, 2000). 
 
 
18
 Noah Baerman, Complete Jazz Keyboard method (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred 
Publishing Company, 2016). 
 
 
19
 Mark Levine, The Jazz Piano Book (Petaluma, CA Sher Music Co, 1989). 
 
 
20
 David Dutkanicz, The First Book of Jazz (Mineola, NY: Dover Publication 
2011). 
 
4 
composers. Well-known for her publications, Jazz, Rags, and Blues,
21
 she has 
successfully combined jazz, ragtime, and blues musical elements along with classical 
music features. Martha Mier’s compositions are used in private studios and performed by 
students in recitals, examinations, achievement days, and scholarship competitions. The 
Jazz, Rags, and Blues series includes solo and duet literature at the late elementary to 
early advanced levels. Martha Mier became an exclusive author for Alfred Publishing 
Company in 1989. She has maintained an independent piano studio in Lake City, Florida 
and is an active member of the Music Teachers National Association, the Florida State 
Music Teachers Association, and the National Guild of Piano Teachers. She is co-author 
of Alfred’s Premier Piano Course.22 
Purpose of the Study 
 To effectively teach educational music that incorporates elements of jazz, ragtime, 
and blues, teachers should understand the history and development of this type of music, 
and how it is incorporated into educational classical piano music. The purpose of this 
study is to analyze Martha Mier’s solo and ensemble repertoire that incorporates jazz, 
ragtime and blues elements. The document includes an interview with Martha Mier 
regarding her incorporation of jazz, ragtime, and blues elements in her compositions, and 
analyses of all of her educational piano music that incorporates these musical style 
elements. The study serves as an educational and analytical guide for piano teachers.  
                                                 
21
 Martha Mier’s major collections of educational piano compositions that include 
jazz, ragtime and blues elements include: Jazz, Rags, and Blues (5 levels); Jazz, Rags, 
and Blues for Two (5 levels); Christmas Jazz, Rags, and Blues (5 levels); and Classical 
Jazz, Rags, and Blues (5 levels). All compositions are published by Alfred Publishing 
Company, Inc. 
 
 
22
 Dennis Alexander et al., Alfred’s Premier Piano Course (Van Nuys, CA: 
Alfred Publishing Company, 2005). 
5 
Need for the Study 
 Martha Mier remains one of the most performed and best-selling educational 
piano composers in the United States. Her works appear in repertoire collections 
including the Celebration Series of the Royal Conservatory of Music
23
, and the 
Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music syllabus.
24
 The works also appear in 
various performance competition syllabi such as the Iowa Music Teachers Association 
State Competition, and the Tennessee Music Teachers Association Auditions in the 
United States. To date, there is no comprehensive guide on Martha Mier’s music to 
educate teachers and students in the understanding of jazz, ragtime and blues stylistic 
elements and how to conduct informed pedagogy and promote successful education for 
students. The study provides teachers with an educational guide and all necessary 
information needed to provide students with informed practice in their piano education. 
The study also provides insight into Martha Mier’s thoughts on her work and teaching.  
Limitations of the Study 
 The study is limited to an analysis of Martha Mier’s solo and ensemble 
compositions for elementary to advanced students that incorporate jazz, ragtime and 
blues elements. The analysis is limited to a discussion of form, meter, rhythm, harmony, 
melody, keyboard usage, and jazz, ragtime and blues elements, and other unique features. 
                                                 
 
23
 "Composer Q&A: Getting to Know Martha Mier." Alfred Music Blog, 
https://alfredledgerlines.wordpress.com/2017/04/13/composer-qa-getting-to-know- 
(accessed October 06, 2017). For more information see “The Celebration Series of the 
Royal Conservatory of Music,” https://www.rcmusic.com/about-us/rcm-
publishing/celebration-seriesr-2015-edition (accessed October 06, 2017). 
 
 
24
 Ibid., For more information see “The Associated Board of the Royal Schools of 
Msuic Syllabus,” https://us.abrsm.org/en/home (accessed October 06, 2017). 
 
 
6 
References may be made to other works by Martha Mier and other composers but the 
analysis is limited to the works for elementary to advanced students by Martha Mier 
incorporating jazz, ragtime, and blues elements. Brief historical information on jazz, 
ragtime, and blues musical styles is included.  
Related Literature 
 Several research documents have been published on historical information and 
contributions of famous piano pedagogues and composers. Alena Pagal documented and 
analyzed Dennis Alexander’s his compositions for elementary level piano students in her 
thesis entitled, “An Analysis of Pedagogical Concepts in the Elementary Solo Repertoire 
Compositions of Dennis Alexander.”25 Jan Jones Forester’s dissertation, “Robert Pace: 
His Life and Contributions to Piano Pedagogy and Music Education” presents Robert 
Pace’s musical career and his contributions to piano pedagogy and music education.26 
Steve Betts investigated the life of Lynn Freeman Olson and his contributions to the 
music education field in his dissertation entitled, “Lynn Freeman Olson’s Contributions 
to Music Education.”27 Maurice Hinson’s musical life, contributions to the field of music 
education and piano pedagogy, his teaching philosophy and approach to editing music are 
documented by Sheryl Rich Lane in her dissertation, “Maurice Hinson: His Life and 
                                                 
 
25
 Alena Pagal, “An Analysis of Pedagogical Concepts in the Elementary Solo 
Repertoire Compositions of Dennis Alexander” (M.M. thesis, University of South 
Carolina, 2007). 
 
 
26
 Jan Jones Forester, “Robert Pace: His Life and Contributions to Piano 
Pedagogy and Music Education” (D.M.A diss., University of Miami, 1997). 
 
 
27
 Steve Lee Betts, “Lynn Freeman Olson’s Contributions to Music Education” 
(PhD diss., University of Oklahoma, 1995). 
 
7 
Contributions to Piano Pedagogy.”28 A composer of many pieces for the elementary and 
intermediate piano student, Jon George, is documented in Dianne Evans Garvin’s 
dissertation, “Jon George the Composer and his Contributions to Piano Pedagogy.” Her 
work explains George’s life, musical contributions and collaborations with his wife, 
Mary Gae George including Artistry at the Piano.
29
  Kathleen Louise Schubert’s 
dissertation, “Willard A. Palmer’s Contributions to Piano Pedagogy” analyzes William 
Palmer’s contributions to music educations and emphasizes influential individuals in 
piano pedagogy.
30
 Marvin Blickenstaff’s philosophy and his contributions to the field of 
piano pedagogy was the focus of Sara Marie Ernst’s dissertation entitled, “The Legacy of 
Master Piano Teacher Marvin Blickenstaff: His Pedagogy and Philosophy.”31 Nicole 
Elizabeth Biggs compiled Howard Ferguson’s written contributions for piano pedagogy 
and piano literature in her dissertation, “Howard Ferguson's Contributions to Piano 
Literature and Pedagogy.”32 Chee Hyeon Choi’s dissertation, “The Contributions of 
James Lyke to Piano Pedagogy,” presents James Lyke’s contributions to the field of 
                                                 
 
28
 Sheryl Rich Lane, “Maurice Hinson: His Life and Contributions to Piano 
Pedagogy” (D.M.A. diss., University of Memphis, 2003). 
 
 
29
 Dianne Evans Garvin, “Jon George the Composer and his Contributions to 
Piano Pedagogy” (D.M.A. diss., University of Miami, 1998). 
 
 
30
 Kathleen Louise Schubert, “Willard A. Palmer’s Contributions to Piano 
Pedagogy” (PhD diss., University of Oklahoma, 1992). 
 
 
31
 Sara Marie Ernst, “The Legacy of Master Piano Teacher Marvin Blickenstaff: 
His Pedagogy and Philosophy” (PhD diss., University of Oklahoma, 2012). 
 
 
32
 Nicole Elizabeth Biggs, “Howard Ferguson's Contributions to Piano Literature 
and Pedagogy” (D.M.A diss., University of Oklahoma, 2011). 
 
8 
piano pedagogy.
33
 Judith Jain investigated Louise Goss’s life and pedagogical 
developments and her role in the establishment of The New School for Music Study and 
The Frances Clark Center for Keyboard Pedagogy in her dissertation, “Louise Goss: The 
Professional Contributions of an Eminent American Piano Pedagogue.”34 
 A number of dissertations have been written on jazz piano, the relationship 
between jazz and classical music, and the contributions of important pedagogues and 
composers. Jiwon Choi emphasized Nikolai Kapustin’s compositional style which 
combines classical and jazz compositional idioms and his musical approaches in her 
dissertation, “An Eclectic Combination of Classical and Jazz Idioms: Nikolai Kapustin's 
Piano Works.”35 A guide for classically-trained piano teachers to explore jazz 
improvisation and style in classical intermediate level private lessons is provided in 
LeBlanc-Kinne Bronwyn’s thesis entitled, “Incorporating Beginning Jazz Improvisation 
Activities and Exercises into an Intermediate-Level Classical Piano Curriculum: A Guide 
for Private Piano Teachers.”36 Helgeland Kristen Joan’s dissertation, “Jazz and the 
Classics: A Study of American Crossover Solo Piano Works from 1920 to 1935,” 
explores crossover pieces for solo piano written by both jazz and classical American 
                                                 
 
33
 Chee Hyeon Choi, “The Contributions of James Lyke to Piano Pedagogy” 
(D.M.A diss., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2012). 
 
 
34
 Judith Jain, “Louise Goss: The Professional Contributions of an Eminent 
American Piano Pedagogue” (D.M.A diss., University of Cincinnati, 2012). 
 
 
35
 Jiwon Choi, “An Eclectic Combination of Classical and Jazz Idioms: Nikolai 
Kapustin's Piano Works” (D.M.A. diss., University of Kansas, 2015). 
 
 
36
 Bronwyn LeBlanc-Kinne, “Incorporating Beginning Jazz Improvisation 
Activities and Exercises into an Intermediate-Level Classical Piano Curriculum: A Guide 
for Private Piano Teachers” (M.A thesis, San Diego State University, 2014). 
 
9 
composers.
37
 Edward Alan Berlin discusses the history of ragtime piano in his 
dissertation, “Piano Ragtime: A Musical and Cultural Study.”38 The historical 
background of ragtime, and analysis of Zez Confrey’s piano solo works and their 
compositional styles are discussed on James Richard Dossa’s dissertation entitled, “The 
Novelty Piano Style of Zez Confrey: A Theoretical Analysis of His Piano Solos and 
Their Relation to Ragtime and Jazz.”39 
 Numerous research on the important figures in the field of piano pedagogy and 
literature and their biography, contributions, publications, and activities are documented. 
Research also documents the history and relationships between classical music and jazz, 
and the important contributions to this genre. However, very little analysis has been 
conducted on educational piano compositions by composers and educators in the field of 
piano pedagogy. Despite Martha Mier’s notable endeavors as one of the most 
distinguished educational piano composers in the present day in the United States, there 
is no in-depth research and evaluation of her career, or analysis of her compositional 
works. The study provides analyses of Martha Mier’s solo and ensemble repertoire 
compositions that incorporate jazz, ragtime, and blues elements, and provides a beneficial 
source for piano pedagogy students, independent piano teachers, university piano 
literature and pedagogy faculty, and prospective educational composers. 
                                                 
 
37
 Helgeland Kristen Joan, “Jazz and the Classics: A Study of American 
Crossover Solo Piano Works from 1920 to 1935” (PhD diss., University of Cincinnati, 
1999). 
 
 
38
 Edward Alan Berlin, “Piano Ragtime: A Musical and Cultural Study” (PhD diss. 
City University of New York, 1976). 
 
 
39
 James Richard Dossa, “The Novelty Piano Style of Zez Confrey: A Theoretical 
Analysis of His Piano Solos and Their Relation to Ragtime and Jazz” (PhD diss. 
Northwestern University, 1986). 
10 
Design and Procedures 
 The dissertation consists of five chapters, a bibliography and appendices. Chapter 
one consists of the introduction, the purpose of study, need for the study, limitations of 
the study, related literature and design and procedures. Chapter two consists of historical 
information of jazz, ragtime, and blues. Chapter three includes the interview transcript 
with the composer, Martha Mier. Chapter four contains a comprehensive analysis of 
Martha Mier’s elementary to early advanced solo and ensemble educational compositions 
that incorporate elements of jazz, ragtime, and blues. Chapter five consists of a summary 
and recommendations for further study.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11 
CHAPTER 2 
HISTORICAL INFORMATION OF JAZZ, RAGTIME AND BLUES 
 Martha Mier’s educational piano compositions incorporate elements of jazz, 
ragtime and blues. Chapter two consists of brief historical information on the 
development of jazz, ragtime, and blues styles to provide background for teachers and 
students who are approaching and studying Martha Mier’s works that incorporate 
elements of these genres.  
Ragtime 
 Ragtime and blues are predecessors to early Jazz, one of America’s unique music 
genres. The term “ragtime” originated from the “ragged” or syncopated rhythms of the 
music.
40
 Ragtime emerged as a musical form in the mid-1890s and first became popular 
in unpublished form. Increase in popularity resulting from the publication of ragtime 
music affected the piano sales industry and “swelled the ranks of the recording 
industry.”41 Ragtime as a genre of musical composition for the piano has similarities with 
1930s jazz relating primarily to keyboard techniques; rhythmically steady bass employed 
                                                 
40
 Alyn Shipton, A New History of Jazz, (London: The Continuum International 
Publishing Group Inc, 2001), 24. 
 
41 “Rag time,” Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/collections/songs-of-
america/articles-and-essays/musical-styles/popular-songs-of-the-day/ragtime/ (accessed 
October 15, 2018). 
 
12 
by the left hand with a highly syncopated right-hand generally in duple meter. In a review 
of a 1912 Clef Club concert, the New York Age declared: “Syncopation is truly a native 
product – a style of music of which the Negro is the originator, but which is generally 
popular with all Americans.”42 
 Syncopation is the most noticeable musical character of ragtime music, but the 
left-hand patterns of ragtime were also an important character, which have a low bass 
note or octave on beats one and three, followed by a middle register chord on beats two 
and four.
43
  The combination of the steady left hand structure and the highly embellished 
syncopated right hand patterns creates a full-bodied piano sound. Gioia describes “This 
style of performance became known as “ragging” or “ragged time” at some point in the 
nineteenth century, a term that likely served as the source for the generic title ragtime.”44 
Ragtime music is composed of three or four contrasting sections or strains, each being 16 
or 32 measures long.
45
  The most common form for rag music was AABBACCD, and 
modulation often appears in the C section. Scott Joplin (c.1868-1917) is viewed as the 
“King of Ragtime,” and is best known for “The Maple Leaf Rag” and “The Entertainer.” 
Gioia states, “Nor would any other rag composer match Joplin’s ambitions for the music- 
ambitions that led to the composition of two operas, a ballet, and other works that 
squarely challenged the lowbrow reputation of the rag idiom.”46 
                                                 
42 Alyn, A New History of Jazz, 25. 
 
43
 Ted Gioia, The History of Jazz. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 20. 
 
44
 Ibid. 
 
45
 “Rag time,” Library of Congress. 
 
46
 Ted, The History of Jazz, 22. 
13 
Blues 
 The use of the term “Blues” defines an African-American song form, “indigenous 
creation of black slaves who adapted their African musical heritage to the American 
environment.”47 Early blues has its genesis in rural areas and did not emerge as a major 
force in the recording industry until the 1920s. W.C Handy (1873-1958) was one of the 
earliest musicians to notate a twelve-bar blues and was the cornetist in his Memphis Blues 
(originally written in 1909 and published in 1912) and St. Louis Blues (1914).  Shipton 
states, “both became popular sheet-music publications in the form of multi-thematic 
ragtime compositions that conclude with a repeated twelve-measures strain using the 
blues sequence.”48  This composition is in a precise blues structure with the repeating 
twelve-bar pattern.  This structure has direct impact on development of jazz. The 
harmonic structure of blues form is principally a standard twelve- measure chord 
sequence: I, I, I, I/ IV, IV, I, I/ V, IV, I, I.  This structure was adopted by early ragtime 
composers, and became one of the most commonly used structures for jazz improvisation. 
When sung, “the blues also employs a specific stanza form for its lyrics in which an 
initial line is stated, repeated, and then followed with a rhyming line.”49 This structure 
later served as the foundation for countless jazz and popular songs such as rock-and-roll 
and R&B music. The other characteristic element of blues music is in the melodic line 
which incorporates so-called blue notes and Gioia explains, “often described as the use of 
                                                 
47 Mark C. Gridley, and David P. Szatmary. Blues, Jazz, & Rock (Boston, MA: 
Pearson Custom Pub., 2004).  
 
48 Alyn, A New History of Jazz, 32. 
 
49 Ted, The History of Jazz, 12. 
 
14 
both the major and minor third in the vocal line, along with the fatted seventh; the flatted 
fifth was a later addition, but would in time become equally prominent as blue notes.”50 
 The performance tradition of the blues also influenced later jazz performance 
styles. While jazz and ragtime were predominantly instrumental music, blues generally 
relies on a solo singer with guitar or piano accompaniment. There are two types of blues, 
country blues and classic blues. Country blues’ solo singers accompany themselves on a 
guitar.  Classic blues had a greater influence on early jazz, and vocalists strictly follow 
the twelve-bar form.
51
 Since blues is predominantly a form of song, lyrics are important 
in understanding this musical genre.  
Jazz 
 Early Jazz (New Orleans Jazz to Chicago Jazz) 
 Jazz developed in the United States in the late nineteenth and an early twentieth 
century and originated in the African-American communities of New Orleans, United 
States. This genre developed from roots in blues and ragtime, and is often described as 
“America’s classical music.”52 New Orleans was the key center for early jazz 
development, and jazz has been recognized as a major form of musical genre dating from 
the 1920s. Hennessey states, “It emerged in the form of independent traditional and 
popular musical styles, all linked by the common bonds of African-American and 
                                                 
50
 Ibid, 13.  
 
51 Ted, The History of Jazz, 15. 
 
52 Russell Roth, “On the instrumental Origins of Jazz,” American Quarterly 4, 
no.4 (1952): 305.  
 
15 
European-American musical parentage with a performance orientation.”53 The population 
of New Orleans has a diverse mixture of backgrounds and races including African, 
French, Caribbean, Italian, German, Mexican and American Indian, as well as English, 
who interacted with one another and contributed to the style.
54
 African-American musical 
traditions were used in various forms, and gradually jazz arose from a blend of ragtime, 
marches, and the blues. Ferris states that “Jazz has roots in West African cultural and 
music expression, and in African-American music traditions including blues and ragtime, 
as well as European military band music.”55 This genre was primarily used for dancing at 
its inception, and was spread and developed rapidly after the first recordings of jazz were 
made in 1917. The most important features of jazz are swing rhythm, blue notes and 
blues scales, call and response, and improvisation. The development of jazz was led by 
great musicians such as Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Charlie Parker, and Miles 
Davis. The National Museum of American History states, "Jazz developed a series of 
different styles including traditional jazz, swing, bebop, cool jazz, and jazz & rock, 
among others."
56
  
 
 
                                                 
53 Thomas Hennessey, From Jazz to Swing (Detroit: Wayne State Univ. Press, 
1994), 470. 
 
54 Alyn, A New History of Jazz, 124. 
 
55 Jean Ferris, America’s Musical Landscape (Madison, WI: Brown & Benchmark, 
1993), 233. 
 
56 "What is Jazz?" The National Museum of American History, 
http://americanhistory.si.edu/smithsonian-jazz/education/what-jazz (accessed October 15, 
2018). 
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 Piano Jazz 
 Piano jazz is important to discuss separately from vocals and other forms of 
instrumental ensemble jazz.  Shipton believes, “From time to time, through a particularly 
influential soloist or accompanist, such as Jelly Roll Morton or Earl Hines, the two genres 
intertwined, but in dating, geography, and style, there are strong arguments for 
considering piano jazz separately from the main currents of the music’s development.”57 
Ragtime is a precursor of early piano jazz, and the piano was important in the role of the 
home entertainment at the end of the nineteenth century to early twentieth before the 
phonograph was developed in the United States.
58
 Also, this instrument was popularly 
played and owned by not only white Americans but also African Americans in homes, 
churches, and bars. James P. Johnson recalled
59
:  
 In the years before World War One, there was a piano in almost every home, 
colored or white.  The piano makers had a slogan: “What is a home without a 
piano?” It was like having a radio or TV today.  Phonographs were feeble and 
scratchy. Most people who had pianos couldn’t play them, so a piano player 
was important socially.  
 
 Many promising pianists turned to become celebrated jazz musicians, and Eubie 
Blake is a good example of this transition. Born in 1883, Blake was an early ragtime and 
jazz composer originally writing formal rag compositions but later writing popular songs 
such as I’m Just Wild About Harry and Memories of You which became standards for jazz 
                                                 
57 Alyn, A New History of Jazz, 124. 
 
58 Ibid. 
 
59 Ibid. 
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improvisation.
60
 His compositions were influential for later piano jazz styles emphasizing 
memorable tunes using less syncopation, numerous key changes, frequent suspensions of 
the regular left hand alteration of bass note and chord, and conversational melodic 
interchange between register. One of his famous pieces, Charleston Rag, contains those 
important features of his composition style including his uses of a descending left hand 
figure which incorporates the sixteenth-notes of a boogie-woogie pattern in the first 
eight-measure theme.
61
  
 Swing 
 Swing music first appeared during the Great Depression and was developed in the 
1930s and 1940s in the United States. This musical style has a significant rhythmic 
feature which is a great influence on later jazz music. It is emphasized on the off-beat in 
the music. This rhythmic feature became one of the basic rhythms of jazz, and this 
optimistic feeling of rhythm lifted the spirits of people in America during the Great 
Depression.
62
  The Jazz in America glossary explains swing as “To swing is when an 
individual player or ensemble performs in such a rhythmically coordinated way as to 
command a visceral response from the listener (to cause feet to tap and heads to nod); an 
irresistible gravitational buoyancy that defies mere verbal definition.”63 Louis Armstrong 
                                                 
60 Ibid, 125. 
 
61 Ibid, 126. 
 
62
 "Culture & Change Black History in America," Scholastic, 
http://teacher.scholastic.com/activities/bhistory/history_of_jazz.htm (accessed October 15, 
2018). 
 
63
 "Jazz Resources: Glossary," Jazz in America. 
https://www.jazzinamerica.org/JazzResources/Glossary/q/zz (accessed October 15, 2018). 
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states that “Ah, swing, well, we used to call it syncopation – then they called it ragtime, 
then blues – then jazz. Now, it’s swing.”64  Benny Goodman, King of Swing, called 
swing “free speech in music.”65 The pulse is divided unequally, alternating between long 
and short durations in swing rhythm.
66
 As swing music developed, each instrument 
section plays swing rhythm in different ways from each other, and the piano role in the 
band ensemble changed to emphasize accents and fills.
67
   
 Martha Mier’s collections for late elementary to early advanced pianists 
incorporate elements of jazz, ragtime, and blues. Each book contains original solos and 
ensembles that reflect the various styles of the jazz idiom, syncopation, stride piano, 
blues swing, slow blues, shuffle rhythm, boogie-woogie and altered chords. To 
understand her jazz, ragtime, and blues collections for teaching and learning, it is 
important to know the history of these jazz genres, and their techniques and elements.  
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65
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66
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CHAPTER 3 
INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT 
Date of Interview: 3/8/2019 
Hye Jee Jang (HJJ): Do you mind sharing your childhood and musical background? 
Martha Mier (MM): I had 6 brothers, 5 of whom were older than me, and they all took 
piano lessons. My earliest memories were listening to them practice. My oldest brother 
played beautifully, pieces by Chopin and Liszt that I well remember. The music was 
exciting, and I wanted to grow up and be able to play music like that. Before I could 
begin piano lessons, I made up my own little pieces at the keyboard so I could have 
something to play as well. After beginning lessons, music quickly became the joy of my 
life. In school, I played for choruses, and I played for church services. I went to Florida 
State University in Tallahassee, Florida to continue my studies, and received my degree 
in music. While there, I became interested in composition and composed in different 
styles. I then taught music in Junior high school for just one year, after which I began 
teaching piano privately. I became published in 1989 with Alfred Publishing Co., Inc. I 
am still working with Alfred Publishing today, and have written many books and sheets.  
I also co-authored all the music for the Premier Piano Course with Dennis Alexander. My 
most popular series is the Jazz, Rags & Blues series. 
HJJ: How did you start composing educational music? What motivated you to write in 
the jazz, rags and blues style of music? 
MM: Jazz, rags, and blues are what I played when I was a teenager. I always loved the 
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sounds associated with that style, so it is natural for me to write it. Everyone loves the 
sounds of jazz because of the swing rhythm, syncopation, and colorful rich harmonies. I 
first wrote 5 solo Jazz, Rags & Blues books. Then I wrote 5 duet books, 5 Christmas 
books, and 5 Classical books, so there are 20 books of Jazz, Rags & Blues. In addition, I 
wrote 8 solo Jazz, Rags & Blues books, one for each level of the Premier Piano Course 
published by Alfred Publishing. These are supplementary books for the method.   
HJJ: What are the most important parameters and thoughts when you compose this type 
of music? 
MM: I know the style I am writing for, whether it be ragtime, blues, or jazz, so it is easy 
to write in that style. The music is fun to play. I enjoy writing and playing the music. I 
must be careful to keep each piece at the proper level. 
HJJ: What do you hope students will learn from working on this style of music? 
MM: It does teach! It will increase a student’s sense of rhythm, and it teaches 
syncopation, and other concepts. In the Jazz, Rags & Blues books that go with the 
Premier Piano Course, each piece is reinforcing a new concept presented in the method 
book. This reinforces the student’s learning of that concept. They learn different new 
concepts, they just learn it in a different style. I also hope that they learn the love of the 
music. Students learn to love music by playing music that they love. It is important for 
teachers to select music they believe each student will like. If a student likes the style and 
the sound of the music, they will be eager to practice it and learn it. 
HJJ: I agree. I think our goal as a piano teacher is to motivate students to love their music. 
I think that is the most important thing when students are given new music to learn. 
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HJJ: Have you formerly taught or do you currently teach your students your Jazz, Rags & 
Blues pieces? What do you as a teacher emphasize the most when you teach these pieces 
to your student? 
MM: Well, normally students are very quick to pick up the rhythms. Normally you don’t 
have to help them. Some students may have trouble with syncopation. I find that if I have 
the student clap the steady beat on their knee with the left hand, and then clap the 
syncopated rhythm on their knee with their right hand that it will help them feel the 
coordination between hands. When they can master that, we then transfer it to the 
keyboard. That will usually help with that problem. 
HJJ: How do you first introduce a student to swing rhythm? 
MM: Most students are already familiar with swing rhythm, because they hear it on TV, 
radio, etc. I illustrate it on the piano, so they can hear the rhythm. If they are still having a 
problem, ask them to “swing” a pair of eighth notes by counting as though it were a 
triplet, and playing on the first and last note, counting One-and-uh. Remember, if a 
student likes the sound of the music, they will practice it until they learn it! 
HJJ: What are some important tips for teachers and practice tips for students when they 
are learning both jazz and classical genres? 
MM: Teachers teach rhythm, melody, no matter what style they are teaching. Styles may 
sound very different from other styles, but the music is the same. The Jazz, Rags & Blues 
books have a General Midi disk to go along with each book. This is a great way for the 
student to feel as though they are playing with a jazz band. The accompanying part is on 
the Midi disk. These are available, and will help the student to play all kinds of rhythms. 
HJJ: Do you feel that a basic jazz and improvisation background is important before 
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students begin to play this music?  Or can they approach the music without a formal 
jazz/blues background?  Do you also introduce jazz piano techniques, harmonies, 
improvisation while you are teaching your music ? How do you begin this approach? 
MM: No, students don’t need a background in jazz before playing my music. All that is 
needed is to be able to read the notes, play rhythms as written. The swing rhythm, 
syncopation, and improvisation are all written into the music. If a student can improvise 
and desires to do so, it would be fine to do. 
HJJ: How would you like teachers to use this collection? What do you hope students gain 
from studying these pieces and styles?   
MM: I think it will add fun to the lessons. I have many teachers remark to me that when 
their student has stopped practicing and not doing well they give them a Jazz, Rags & 
Blues book and the student immediately begins to practice more. This prevents a “drop-
out”, which makes me very happy! So many teachers have stopped me and told me that 
the favorite piece of their student is Surfboard Boogie from Book One. It seems to be the 
all-time favorite.  
HJJ: I agree with other teacher’s comments about your music. I played through your 
music when I analyzed the pieces, and it was really fun to play. It makes me want to 
discover more pieces from the Jazz, Rags & Blues series. 
MM: I just had an e-mail from a teenage student. He had composed a piece for me 
written in the style of my jazz books. He was a fan of my music, and wrote a piece for me 
and sent it to me so I could hear it. It was a wonderful composition, and I was both 
humbled and amazed!   
HJJ: Wow, that is amazing! You must be really happy. Was he your student? 
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MM: No, I do not know whose student he was; he only e-mailed me. 
HJJ: How would you teach the different jazz styles to a student? How would teachers 
prepare students to play each collection? 
MM: Mainly it’s teaching the different rhythms used: swing style, syncopation, triplets, 
flatted 3rds and 7ths. Ragtime is all about keeping a steady beat. 
HJJ: Do you recommend that students practice classical and jazz scales and techniques 
separately? 
MM: Yes, yes!  More practice spent on keyboard skills will always show in their pieces. I 
think that is the secret to being successful. A well-rounded student will be proficient in 
theory, technique, and performance.   
HJJ: How would you like for teachers to use your compositions along with the other 
materials students are playing? 
MM: I would like for teachers to include a Jazz, Rags & Blues piece along with classical 
literature. In my Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues books, I took well-known classical pieces 
and arranged them in the jazz style. For example, an original Beethoven March was 
arranged in ragtime style. Many teachers tell me that they have the student play both on a 
recital. They would first play the original classical piece, then play the piece arranged in 
jazz style. This is a good way to do it.  It familiarizes the student with the classical piece, 
then they have fun playing the jazzy arrangement. 
HJJ: How do you decide on titles for your pieces? Any specific dedications? 
MM: I listen to the music and try to decide what picture it paints for me. I want the title 
to be as descriptive as it can be and related to the sounds of the music. I have actually 
written a piece for each of our 5 grandchildren! Lady Brittany’s Ballad, Megan’s Song, 
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Jazzin’ Jesse, Katy’s Dance, and Nate’s Up to Bat!   
HJJ: For Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues, Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues how do you select 
the materials to arrange? What were the most important parameters for selecting classical 
piano literature? 
MM: I would find an original classical style piece, and play around with it to see if it 
would work to arrange in one of these jazz styles. I think it is good for students to know 
both arrangements. I think they should play the original before they play the jazz version. 
HJJ: How do you introduce the original repertoire when you teach Classical Jazz, Rags & 
Blues series? 
MM: I always play the original piece for the students. After teaching the original, then I 
give them the jazzy arrangement of the same piece. They think it’s fun! 
HJJ: At the basic level, what do you hope students will learn musically, harmonically, 
and stylistically from their exposure to these pieces? 
MM: The students will be able to play a lot of different styles of music, jazz being one of 
them. It will help students to learn more classic literature in the Classical books, and in 
the Duet books, it will help them realize the importance of listening to the other part. 
Giving students some fun music to play for their friends and family is an effective 
teaching tool. Receiving compliments from friends boosts the student’s  self-esteem. 
HJJ: Could you describe your personal teaching philosophy? 
MM: My personal teaching philosophy would be to foster the love of music in the student, 
and giving them music to play that they will come to love. Students learn to love music 
by playing music that they love.   
HJJ: I think that is the most important thing to think about as a music teacher. When the 
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student loves the music they actually practice more. 
MM: That’s true. Our goal as a piano teacher is to teach ourselves out of a job! When a 
student becomes self-sufficient and no longer needs us, then we have done our job. We 
need to challenge a student, but not push too hard. If teachers push too hard, the student 
will become discouraged. 
HJJ: What are your future projects? 
MM: I am not writing as much as I have in the past right now. I just finished a suite titled 
Autumn Sketches. This suite contains 4 solos in mostly romantic style. Before that I 
finished two books called Character Pieces in Romantic Style. These two books were 
premiered at the MTNA National Conference in March of 2018. I just finished writing a 
book 3 for Character Pieces in Romantic Style. Now I am currently writing a Recital 
Suite for The Great Smokey Mountains. Nothing gives me more pleasure than to write 
music for young students! 
HJJ: That was my last question. Thank you so much for your time for the interview. I 
appreciate that you took your time to talk to me personally, and it was an honor to talk to 
you today. 
MM: Thank you! It was an honor to speak with you. I appreciate your using my books for 
your dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS 
 Chapter 4 contains a comprehensive analysis of Martha Mier’s elementary to 
early advanced solo and ensemble educational compositions that incorporate elements of 
jazz, ragtime, and blues.  The analysis is presented with a chart followed by an 
explanation of usage of jazz elements. Individual pieces and collections of pieces have 
been organized by alphabetical order of titles. 
 Each chart includes the title of the piece, collection with ISBN, the level of each 
piece, length in measures, meter and tempo marking on the score, specific rhythm pattern 
used for each piece, and the mode or scales that define the key, harmony and form.  
 The discussion of usages of jazz, rags and blues elements for each piece is 
explained with details based on rhythm pattern, modes and scales, harmonies, and 
specific jazz techniques.  
Jazz, Rags & Blues 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1. 
 
Title Don’t Wanna’ Leave You Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0963-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0963-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7528-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7528-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6642 (Book), #36721 (Book & CD) 
Level Late elementary to early intermediate 
Length 23 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Mournfully, with slow blues swing 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, slow swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key C major 
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Harmony I, IV, ii, V, V
7
, I
9
 
Form AB coda 
 
“Don’t Wanna’ Leave You Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. Mier 
indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. A 
Boogie-woogie bass line is used for the left hand accompaniment with the right hand 
melody. It is in the key of C major and C blues notes are used. Syncopated rhythms and 
triplets are found in this selection. It ends with a C
9
 chord. Note values utilized are eighth 
notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are  f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is used in the last measure. 
Title Downright Happy Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0963-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0963-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7528-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7528-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6642 (Book), #36721 (Book & CD) 
Level Late elementary to early intermediate 
Length 42 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Bright and bouncy 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony I, II, V, V7, IV, #iv
o7
 
Form ABA 
  
“Downright Happy Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. This selection 
requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on 
beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with 
staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. It is in the key of C 
major, and semitones are often used for a chromatic sound. Note values utilized are 
eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
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melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are  f, mf, mp, p, crescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Hallelujah! 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0963-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0963-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7528-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7528-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6642 (Book), #36721 (Book & CD) 
Level Late elementary to early intermediate 
Length 26 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Happily, with spirit 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key D minor 
Harmony i, v, VII, V
7
, IV 
Form ABA 
 
“Hallelujah!” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Syncopated rhythms are 
often found in the right hand melody. Intervals of fifths and sixths are predominantly 
used in the left hand bass line. It is in the key of D minor, and D blue notes are used. Note 
values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole 
notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are  f, mf, mp, p, pp, and decrescendo. The pedal is used in the 
last measure. Pedal marking is indicated.   
Title Just Struttin’ Along 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0963-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0963-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7528-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7528-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6642 (Book), #36721 (Book & CD) 
Level Late elementary to early intermediate 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderate blues swing 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation 
Key A minor 
Harmony i, iv, V
7
 
Form AA’coda 
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 “Just Struttin’ Along” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. A walking bass 
pattern  is used for the left hand accompaniment with right hand melody. It is in the key 
of A minor and A blue notes are used. Syncopated rhythms with accents are found in this 
selection. It ends with an A minor chord with an added augmented fourth. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are  f, mf, mp, p, pp, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is used in the last 
measure. 
Title A Neat Beat 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0963-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0963-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7528-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7528-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6642 (Book), #36721 (Book & CD) 
Level Late elementary to early intermediate 
Length 40 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Precisely, with a driving beat 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony I
7
, IV
7
, V
7
, VI
7
 
Form ABA 
 
“A Neat Beat” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Syncopated rhythms with 
accents are often used in this selection. It is in the key of C major, and seventh chords are 
predominately used. Intervals of fifths and sixths are predominantly used in the left hand 
bass line. C blue notes are found. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half 
notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 
5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  ff, f, mf, mp, and 
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crescendo decrescendo. The pedal is used in the last measure. The pedal is not used in 
this selection. 
Title Ol’ Rockin’ Chair Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0963-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0963-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7528-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7528-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6642 (Book), #36721 (Book & CD) 
Level Late elementary to early intermediate 
Length 28 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Unhurried, slow blues swing 
Rhythm Slow swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony I, IV
7
, V
7
, IV, iv, I
7
 
Form ABA 
  
“Ol’ Rockin’ Chair Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier 
indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in 
the key of C major and seventh chords are often found in this selection. Intervals of sixths 
are often used, and it ends with a C seventh chord. Half-step slides are presented in part 
A. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, and half 
notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated.   
Title Ragtime Do - Si - Do 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0963-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0963-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7528-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7528-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6642 (Book), #36721 (Book & CD) 
Level Late elementary to early intermediate 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Fast, spirited 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
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Harmony i
o7
, I, V
7
, bVII
7
, I
7
, IV, bIV
7
, iv, i, II 
Form Intro AA’BA’ 
 
“Ragtime Do - Si - Do” is written in 4/4 time and has AA’BA’ form. This 
selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass 
notes on beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four 
with staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. This selection is in 
the key of C major, and starts with a broken i
o7 
chord with pedal. A descending half-step 
progression is used, followed by a V-I cadence used at the end of part A’. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are  f, mf, mp, crescendo. The pedal is used in the first two measures. 
Title Seventh Street Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0963-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0963-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7528-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7528-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6642 (Book), #36721 (Book & CD) 
Level Late elementary to early intermediate 
Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slowly, wistfully 
Rhythm Steady  
Key C major 
Harmony I
7
,ii
7
, iii
7
, IV
M7
, iv
mM7
, V
7
, I, bVII, bVII
9
, IV
7
, iii, V, vi
7
, bVI
M7
, 
biii
7
, bII
M7
, I
M7
, IV
M7
, III, bII, I
M7
 
Form Intro ABA coda 
  
“Seventh Street Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Series of seventh 
chords are present in the beginning of the introduction, and a half-step progression is 
used in the coda. It is in the key of C major, and dominant seventh chords and major 
seventh chords are predominantly used in this selection. An extension of the ninth is used 
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in measure 6. Blue notes are found. Intervals of fifths are mainly used in the left hand 
bass line. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, a dotted half 
note, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 
8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are mf, mp, p, and crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated throughout the music. 
Title Sneaky Business 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0963-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0963-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7528-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7528-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6642 (Book), #36721 (Book & CD) 
Level Late elementary to early intermediate 
Length 28 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Allegro 
Rhythm Steady walking bass, syncopation 
Key A minor 
Harmony i, IV, V, iv
7
, III, iv
7
, V, VI
7
 
Form ABA 
  
“Sneaky Business” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. This selection starts 
with a steady descending line in the left hand which is continually used in part A. It is in 
the key of A minor, and five finger patterns are often found. An ascending half-step 
progression leads to a V-I cadence at the end. Syncopated rhythms are used. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, a dotted half note, and whole notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, and crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is 
used in the last measure. 
Title Surfboard Boogie 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0963-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0963-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7528-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7528-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
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Alfred Catalog # #6642 (Book), #36721 (Book & CD) 
Level Elementary 
Length 26 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Lively, with energy 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony I, I
7
, IV
7
, V, IV
7
 
Form AB 
 
“Surfboard Boogie ” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. Boogie-woogie 
bass line is used for the left hand accompaniment with the right hand melody. It is in the 
key of C major and this selection ends with a C 6/9 chord. Chromatic scale is used in 
measure 24. Blue notes are found. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 
4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  f, mf, mp, 
crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is used in the last measure.  
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2. 
 
Title Beach Buggy Boogie 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0850-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0850-8 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7529-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7529-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6643 (Book), #36724 (Book & CD) 
Level Early intermediate to intermediate 
Length 40 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Lively, with a solid beat 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, syncopation, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony I, I
7
, IV
7
, V
7
, V, IV, bV, IV, bIII, I
9
, IV
9
 
Form ABC 
 
“Beach Buggy Boogie” is written in 4/4 time and has ABC form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. Boogie-woogie 
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bass line is used for the left hand accompaniment, with the right hand melody consisting 
of syncopation. It is in the key of C major and added sixth chords are often used. Seventh 
chords and extensions of ninths are found. Blue notes and descending half-step 
progressions are used in this selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 
4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  f, mf, mp, 
crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is used in the last measure. 
Title Clarinet Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0850-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0850-8 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7529-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7529-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6643 (Book), #36724 (Book & CD) 
Level Early intermediate to intermediate 
Length 31 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Soulfully, with slow blues swing 
Rhythm Blues swing, triplet 
Key A minor 
Harmony i, V
+
, VI
7
, v, iv, i
9
 
Form ABA 
 
“Clarinet Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
C major, and an extension of the ninth is used on the last tonic chord. Added sixth chords, 
an augmented triad, and seventh chords are found in this selection. Triplets are often used. 
Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and 
whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, p, pp, and crescendo and decrescendo. The 
pedal is used in the last measure. 
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Title Jelly Bean Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0850-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0850-8 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7529-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7529-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6643 (Book), #36724 (Book & CD) 
Level Early intermediate to intermediate 
Length 40 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Steady, moderate tempo 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key G major 
Harmony V
7
, I, bVI, V
7
, IV, bVI
7
, II
7
, bVI
7
 
Form Intro AA’BA’ coda 
  
“Jelly Bean Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has AA’BA’ form. This selection 
requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on 
beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with 
staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. This selection is in the 
key of G major, and chromatic scales are used. Descending half-step progressions are 
found. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, 
and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are  ff, f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. The 
pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Lazy Days 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0850-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0850-8 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7529-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7529-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6643 (Book), #36724 (Book & CD) 
Level Early intermediate to intermediate 
Length 25 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Easy, relaxed tempo 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony I, ii, iii, IV, #iv
o7
, V, II
7
, I
7
, bVI
7
, V
+
 
Form AB coda 
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“Lazy Days” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of C major, 
and an added sixth chord is used on the last tonic chord. An augmented triad, and seventh 
chords are found in this selection. Syncopations and triplets are often used. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, and crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is 
used in the last measure. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title Misty Night Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0850-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0850-8 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7529-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7529-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6643 (Book), #36724 (Book & CD) 
Level Early intermediate to intermediate 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Smoothly, unhurried 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony I, bVII, bVI, V, IV, iv
7
, VI
7
, ii, V
7
, I
7
 
Form ABA’ 
  
“Misty Night Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA’ form. This selection 
starts with two measures of left-hand patterns (I-bVII), which is predominantly used 
throughout part A. It is in the key of F major, and it ends with a C dominant seventh 
chord. Blues notes are found. Syncopated rhythms and grace notes are used. Note values 
utilized are sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, 
and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) 
are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p and crescendo and decrescendo. 
Pedal marking is indicated throughout the music. 
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Title Red Rose Rendezvous (Jazz Waltz) 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0850-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0850-8 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7529-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7529-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6643 (Book), #36724 (Book & CD) 
Level Early intermediate to intermediate 
Length 74 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Moderate waltz tempo 
Rhythm Syncopation, waltz 
Key D minor 
Harmony i, IV, V
+
, V, III, ♮ivø7, VI7, VIIM7, iv7, ivmM7, #vii, i7 
Form Intro AA’BA 
  
“Red Rose Rendezvous” is written in 4/4 time and has AA’BA’ form. This 
selection is in a jazz waltz style, which is played in a syncopated 3/4 along with extended 
harmonies. It is in the key of D minor, and it ends with D 6/9 chord. It starts with four 
measures of introduction, which introduces primary left hand rhythmic patterns that are 
used throughout the piece. Seventh chords and added sixth chords are often found. Note 
values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic 
and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic 
indications used are f, mf, mp, and crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated in this selection. 
Title Slippin’ Around 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0850-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0850-8 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7529-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7529-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6643 (Book), #36724 (Book & CD) 
Level Early intermediate to intermediate 
Length 44 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast swing tempo 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplets 
Key D minor 
Harmony i, v
mM7
, III, VI
7
, v
7
, vi
o7
, V
7
, V 
Form Intro ABB’A coda 
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“Slippin’ Around” is written in 4/4 time and has ABB’A form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
D minor, and starts with an introduction which presents left-hand patterns that are 
primarily used in part A. Syncopations and triplets are often used. Grace notes and blue 
notes are found in this selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
dotted quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals 
(2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, 
and crescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title Wild Honeysuckle Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0850-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0850-8 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7529-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7529-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#6643 (Book), #36724 (Book & CD) 
Level Early intermediate to intermediate 
Length 42 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Happily, not too fast 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony V, V
7
, I, II
7
, VI
7
, ii, IV, #iv
o7
, VI, ii, #ii
o7
, I
7
, bVI
7
 
Form D. S. al Coda 
  
“Wild Honeysuckle Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has D. S. al Coda form. This 
selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass 
notes on beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four 
with staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. This selection is in 
the key of C major, and semitones are often used for a chromatic sound. Descending half-
step progressions are found in the coda. An added sixth chord and seventh chords are 
used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
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dynamic indications used are  ff, f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is used 
in the last measure. 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3. 
 
Title Dandelion Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0893-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0893-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7530-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7530-2  
(Book & CD)/ 
#16871 (Book), #36727 (Book & CD) 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Happily, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony #iv
o7
, I, V
7
, IV, bVI 
Form D.S al Coda 
  
“Dandelion Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has D. S. al Coda form. This selection 
requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on 
beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with 
staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. This selection is in the 
key of C major, and it starts with an arpeggiated chord of #iv
o7 
with pedals which leads to 
the tonic chord. This selection contains added sixth chords, seventh chords and half-step 
slides. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, a dotted half note 
and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are  ff, f, mf, mp, and crescendo. The pedal is used in 
the first two measures. 
Title Fickle Fourths 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0893-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0893-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7530-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7530-2  
(Book & CD)/ 
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Alfred Catalog # #16871 (Book), #36727 (Book & CD) 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast 
Rhythm Steady, triplet 
Key G major 
Harmony I, IV, V, II
7
 
Form D. C. al Coda 
  
“Fickle Fourths” is written in 4/4 time and has D. C. al Coda form. Intervals of 
fourths are predominantly used in the right-hand melody in this selection. It is in the key 
of G major, and triplets are used for the melody line. It has simple harmonic progressions 
with blue notes. Half-step slides with intervals of fourths are used in measure 12. A grace 
note, and syncopated rhythms are found. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 
6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, p, and decrescendo. 
The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Low C Boogie 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0893-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0893-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7530-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7530-2  
(Book & CD)/ 
#16871 (Book), #36727 (Book & CD) 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 37 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Lively, with a solid beat 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, syncopation, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony I, IV
7
, V, ii
7
, V
7
, bII, I
9
 
Form ABA  
  
“Low C Boogie” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Boogie-woogie bass 
patterns and triplet rhythms are predominantly used in this selection. It is in the key of C 
major, and blue notes are found. This selection ends with full chords slide of a bII-I
9
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cadence. A grace note, and syncopated rhythms are found. Seventh chords and an 
extension of a ninth is found. Syncopated rhythms and grace notes are presented. Note 
values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole 
notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are, f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is used in 
the last two measures. 
Title Persistent Rhythm 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0893-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0893-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7530-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7530-2  
(Book & CD)/ 
#16871 (Book), #36727 (Book & CD) 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 28 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, With a driving beat 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key C minor 
Harmony i, i
7
, VI, V, V
7
, i
9
 
Form ABA’ 
  
“Persistent Rhythm” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. This selection has 
four bar phrases with persistent rhythmic patterns. It is in the key of C major, and it ends 
with a I
9
 chord. C blues scale is used in this selection. Seventh chords and an extension of 
a ninth are found. Descending bass progressions are used in part A, and bouncy broken 
octaves are used in part A’ with the same melodic line. Note values utilized are sixteenth 
notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are, f, mf, mp, p crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is used 
in the last two measures. 
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Title Pine Cone Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0893-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0893-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7530-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7530-2  
(Book & CD)/ 
#16871 (Book), #36727 (Book & CD) 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 38 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Steady, moderate tempo 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony #iv
o7
, I, V
7
, II
7
, IV, VI 
Form D.S. al Coda 
  
“Pine Cone Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has D. S. al Coda form. This selection 
requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on 
beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with 
staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. This selection is in the 
key of C major, and it starts with a #iv
o7
 chord
 
followed by descending lines in the bass 
and melody parts which resolve to the tonic chord. This selection contains added sixth 
chords, seventh chords and extensions of ninths. An ascending half step progression is in 
the transition section, measure 17 and 18. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 
3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  ff, f, mf, mp, 
and crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Railroad Street Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0893-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0893-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7530-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7530-2  
(Book & CD)/ 
#16871 (Book), #36727 (Book & CD) 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Soulfully, with expression 
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Rhythm Slow blues, syncopation, triplet 
Key A minor 
Harmony i, V, VI, i, III, V
7
, v, VI
M7
, I
7
, IV
7
, VI
7
 
Form ABA’ 
  
“Railroad Street Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA’ form. Mier indicates 
a specific metronome number, ♩=76, in this selection. It is in the key of A minor, and it 
starts with a descending bass progression. Grace notes and rolling chords are used in this 
selection. Seventh chords are often used, and this selection ends with an A-6/9 chord. 
Syncopated rhythms are presented in the right-hand melodies. Note values utilized are 
sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes and whole 
notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 5
ths
 6
th
s, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic 
indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated 
throughout the music. 
Title Taking it Easy 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0893-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0893-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7530-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7530-2  
(Book & CD)/ 
#16871 (Book), #36727 (Book & CD) 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 40 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Unhurried, lazily 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony I, ii
7
, iii
7
, biii
7
, V
+7
, ii, I
7
, IV, #iv
o7
, VI
9
, II
7
, II
9
, bII
7
, I
M7
 
Form Intro AA’BA 
 
“Taking it Easy” is written in 4/4 time and has AA’BA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
C major, and it ends with a C 6/9 chord. Seventh chords, altered chords, and augmented 
seventh chords are found in this selection. Full chords slides, half step slides, and grace 
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notes are used. Syncopations and triplets are often used. Tremolos and rolled chords are 
presented in the last two measures. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 
and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, pp, and crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title Waterfront Jazz 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0893-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0893-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7530-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7530-2  
(Book & CD)/ 
#16871 (Book), #36727 (Book & CD) 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 35 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slow, unhurried swing 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key G major 
Harmony I, III
7
, vi, ii
7
, V, II
7
, vii
7
, IV, bI, II
9
, VII, VI, V
7
, V
9
, VI
7
, bVI
7
 
Form ABB’ 
  
“Waterfront Jazz” is written in 4/4 time and has AA’BA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
G major, and it ends on a tonic chord with an added sixth. Series of semitones are used 
for a chromatic sound. Seventh chords, added sixth chords, and extensions of ninths are 
found. Half-step slides, syncopations and triplets are often found. Note values utilized are 
eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are f, mf, mp  and crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this 
selection. 
Title What a Glorious Day! 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0893-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0893-5 (Book), 
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Alfred Catalog # ISBN-10: 0-7390-7530-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7530-2  
(Book & CD)/ 
#16871 (Book), #36727 (Book & CD) 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 21 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast swing 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key D minor 
Harmony I, VI
7
, V
7
, IV, iv, VI
7
, i, III, I
mM7
 
Form D. C. al Coda 
  
“What a Glorious Day!” is written in 4/4 time and has D. C. al Coda form. Mier 
indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in 
the key of D minor, and it ends with a D minor major seventh chord. D pentatonic scale 
and seventh chords are used in this selection. Syncopated rhythms and triplets are found. 
Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p  and crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking 
is indicated in this selection. 
Title Worrisome Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0893-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0893-5 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7530-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7530-2  
(Book & CD)/ 
#16871 (Book), #36727 (Book & CD) 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 28 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Mournfully, smoothly 
Rhythm Blues, syncopation 
Key E minor 
Harmony i
7
, V
7
, VI, vi
7
, III
7
, I
7
, iv
7
, VII
7
, v, i
9
 
Form ABA 
  
“Worrisome Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier indicates a 
specific metronome number, ♩=76, in this selection. It is in the key of E minor, and it 
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ends with an arpeggiated chord of i
9
. Hand crossing technique is required in this selection. 
Seventh chords and extensions of ninth chords are found. Grace notes and syncopated 
rhythms are presented in the right-hand melodies. Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, 
eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals 
(2
nds
, 3
rds
, 5
ths
 6
th
s, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are mf, mp, pp, ppp, 
and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated throughout the music. 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4. 
 
Title Birmingham Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0550-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0550-7 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7531-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7531-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#18770 (Book), #36730 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slow, unhurried 
Rhythm Blues swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key G major 
Harmony GM: I, ii, III
7
, I
7
, IV
7
, V
7
, I, ii, IV
7
, #i
o7
, vi, IV  
Em: i, #V
7
, iv, IV
9
, V
7
, IV, V, vi, IV
7
, i
mM7 
 
Form Intro ABA 
  
“Birmingham Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. She also 
indicates a specific metronome number, ♩=66, in this selection. It starts with a G major 
introduction, and part A is in E minor, and part B is in G major. It ends with an E minor 
major seventh chord. Swing rhythms as triplets are used in melody alternately. Seventh 
chords, extensions of ninth chords, an altered chord, and an added sixth chord are found. 
Grace notes and syncopated rhythms are presented. Note values utilized are eighth notes, 
quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic 
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intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are 
mf, mp, pp, ppp, and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated throughout the music. 
Title Good Time Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0550-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0550-7 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7531-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7531-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#18770 (Book), #36730 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate 
Length 40 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Lively, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony I, bVI
7
, V
7
, II
7
, IV, bVI, ii
7
, V, IV
7
, VI
7
, ii, #IV
7
 
Form D.S. al Coda 
   
“Good Time Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has D. S. al Coda form. This 
selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass 
notes on beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four 
with staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. It is in the key of C 
major, and it starts with chromatic scales in thirds, and it reappears in the coda. Seventh 
chords, and altered chords are used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
half notes, a dotted half note, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 
4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  ff, f, mf, mp, and 
crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Grandview Boulevard Strut 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0550-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0550-7 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7531-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7531-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#18770 (Book), #36730 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slow, in a lazy manner 
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Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key G major 
Harmony GM: I, ii, iii, V
7
, bIV
9
, bIII, ii
7
, I
7
, bI
7
, ♮VII7, VI7, II9, II7  
CM: I, ii
7
, i
7
, V, bVI
7
, I
7
, bIII
9
, II
7
 
Form D.S. al Coda 
  
“Grandview Boulevard Strut” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier 
indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in 
the key of G major, and it ends with a G 6/9 chord. Swing rhythms as triplets are used in 
melody alternately. Seventh chords, extensions of ninth chords, altered chords and an 
added sixth chord are found. G blues scale leads to the last tonic chord. Grace notes and 
syncopated rhythms are presented. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, 
mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated throughout the music. 
Title Jackson Street Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0550-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0550-7 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7531-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7531-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#18770 (Book), #36730 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate 
Length 27 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Easy, relaxed tempo 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony II
9
, V
7
, bVI
9
, I, III
7
, VI
7
, VI
9
, II
7
, bVI
7
, V, ii
7
, IV, iv, i
o
, II
9
, VI
7
, I, 
#iv
ø7
, I
9
 
Form Intro ABA’ 
  
“Jackson Street Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA’ form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
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C major, and it ends with C major chords with an extension of the ninth. This selection 
starts with a II
9
-V
7
-bVI
9
-V
7
 chord progression of introduction. Swing rhythms as triplets 
are used in melody alternately. Seventh chords, extensions of ninth chords, altered chords 
and an added sixth chord are found. Grace notes and syncopated rhythms are presented. 
Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, and half notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated throughout 
the music. 
Title Katy’s Dance 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0550-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0550-7 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7531-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7531-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#18770 (Book), #36730 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate 
Length 28 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast swing 
Rhythm Fast swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony I, bVI
7
, bVI
9
, V
7
, vi
7
, II
9
, I
7
, IV
7
, #iv
o7
, VI
9
, VI
7
, V
9
, II
7
, IV, IV, VI, 
ii, iii, ii
7
 
Form ABC 
  
 “Katy’s Dance” is written in 4/4 time and has ABC form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. She also 
indicates a specific metronome number, ♩=132, in this selection. It is in the key of C 
major, and it starts with a C major chord with an added sixth. This selection has clear 
four bar phrases. Swing rhythms and triplets are used in melody alternately. Seventh 
chords, extensions of ninth chords, altered chords and an added sixth chord are found. 
Grace notes and syncopated rhythms are presented. Note values utilized are eighth notes, 
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quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, 
mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated.  
Title Last Chance Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0550-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0550-7 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7531-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7531-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#18770 (Book), #36730 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate 
Length 26 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, With a slow bluesy swing 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key F major 
Harmony I, ii, bIV
9
, V
9
, I
7
, IV
7
, IV
9
, iv
7
, VI
9
, ii
7
, V7, III
7
, vi, II
7
, V, IV, bIV
7
, 
♮ivo7, #io, #iio7 
Form ABA’ 
 
“Last Chance Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA’ form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. She also 
indicates a specific metronome number, ♩=63, in this selection. It is in the key of F major, 
and it ends with an F 6/9 chord. Triplets are predominantly used in the melody with a 
swing rhythm in the bass line. Seventh chords, extensions of ninth chords, and altered 
chords are used. F blues scale with a grace note leads to a V-I cadence at the end. Grace 
notes and syncopations are found in this selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, 
quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals 
(2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, 
pp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated throughout the music. 
Title Mr. Trumpet Man 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0550-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0550-7 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7531-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7531-9  
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Alfred Catalog # (Book & CD)/ 
#18770 (Book), #36730 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate 
Length 33 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Bright and brassy 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet  
Key F major 
Harmony I, IV
7
, IV, I
7
, V
7
, iv, iv
7
, #i
o7
, V
9
, I
7
 
Form ABA 
  
“Mr.Trumpet Man” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. She also 
indicates a specific metronome number, ♩=116, in this selection. It is in the key of F 
major, and an F blues scale is used. Swing rhythms and triplets are used in melody 
alternately. Seventh chords and an extension of the ninth chord are found. Grace notes 
and syncopations are found in this selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are f, mf, mp, ppp, and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated. 
Title Steamboat Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0550-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0550-7 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7531-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7531-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#18770 (Book), #36730 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate 
Length 50 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony CM: #ii
o7
, I, II
7
, V, III, III
7
, vi
7
, IV, V
7
 
FM: I, IV, II
7
, III
7
, vi, V 
Form Intro AA’BA 
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 “Steamboat Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has AA’BA form. This selection 
requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on 
beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with 
staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. It is in the key of C 
major, and it starts with a #ii
o7 
chord. The introduction and part A are in C major, and part 
B is in F major. Seventh chords are often used.  Note values utilized are eighth notes, 
quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 
5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  ff, f, mf, mp, crescendo 
and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Tuxedo Jazz 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-0550-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-0550-7 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7531-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7531-9  
(Book & CD)/ 
#18770 (Book), #36730 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate 
Length 39 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Jauntily 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation 
Key C minor 
Harmony i, V, i
7
, iv, bVI
7
, V
7
, iv, bII
7
, bII, I
7
, IV, IV
7
, VII
9
, ♮viio7, I9 
Form ABA coda 
  
“Tuxedo Jazz” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. She also 
indicates a specific metronome number, ♩=120, in this selection. It is in the key of C 
minor, and it starts with a i chord with an added sixth. Swing rhythms, syncopations and 
grace notes are used. Seventh chords, extensions of ninth chords, altered chords, and 
added sixths chords are found. F blues scales are used in both part A and B. A half-step 
slide is used in the last measure. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
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dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are 
ff, f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated. 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5. 
 
Title Blue Interlude 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-6051-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-6051-3 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7532-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7532-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#32715 (Book), #36733 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced 
Length 37 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slow with swing 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key Eb major 
Harmony I, IV, V7, II, ♮V7, ♮ivo7, IV7, VI7, II9, iii9, vio7, vi, ii7, iii7, II7, bVII7, 
bVII
9
, I
M7
, I
9
 
Form ABAC  
  
“Blue Interlude” is written in 4/4 time and has ABAC form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
Eb major, and it ends with an Eb major chord and an extension of the ninth. Syncopations 
and grace notes are used. Swing rhythms and triplets are used in melody alternately. 
Seventh chords, extensions of ninth chords, altered chords, and added sixths chords are 
found. Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and 
dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are  f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal 
marking is indicated throughout the music. 
Title Hot Potato Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-6051-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-6051-3 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7532-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7532-6  
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Alfred Catalog # (Book & CD)/ 
#32715 (Book), #36733 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced 
Length 53 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony FM: I, V
7
, II
7
, IV, ii, VI
7
, II
9
, I
7
, bVI
7
, V 
B
b
M: I, II
7
, V
7
, V, I
7
, IV, ♮ivo7, VI7 
Form AABA  
  
“Hot Potato Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has AABA form. This selection 
requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on 
beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with 
staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. Part A is in F major and 
part B is in B
b 
major. Grace notes and descending half-step bass progression are 
presented. Seventh chords and extensions of ninths are used. Note values utilized are 
eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals 
(2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  f, mf, mp, 
crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated. 
Title Jazz Finale 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-6051-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-6051-3 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7532-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7532-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#32715 (Book), #36733 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced 
Length 41 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, With excitement, in swing rhythm 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony IV
M7
, iv
mM7
, iv7, iii
7
, VI
7
, ii
7
, V
7
, biii
7
, IV
M7
, ii, V, I, IV, iv, I
M7
, 
#iv
o7
, vii
7
, III
7
, bVI
9
, bVI
7
, V
7
, IV
9
, iv
9
, bVI 
Form ABA’ 
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“Jazz Finale” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
C major, and a C blues scales is found in this selection. Syncopations and grace notes are 
used. Swing rhythms and triplets are used in melody alternately. Full chord slides and 
ascending and descending bass progressions are presented. Seventh chords, extensions of 
ninth chords, altered chords, fourth chords and added sixth chords are found. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are  f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated throughout 
the music. 
Title Memphis Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-6051-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-6051-3 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7532-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7532-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#32715 (Book), #36733 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced 
Length 38 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately slow, with swing  
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key G minor 
Harmony Gm: i, V
7
, VI
7
, V+, iv, #iv
o7
, iv, bv
o7
, VII
7
, III, VI, ♮vio7, I7, IV9  
Form Intro AA’BA’ 
 
“Memphis Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has AA’BA’ form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is the key of G 
minor, and starts with the chord progression i-V7-i-V7-i, and each chord includes added 
sixths. A G blues scale is used, and it ends with a G-6/9 chord. Syncopations and grace 
notes are used. Swing rhythms and triplets are used in melody alternately. Seventh chords, 
extensions of ninth chords, altered chords, and added sixth chords are found. Note values 
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utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated throughout the music. 
Title Opening Night Jazz 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-6051-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-6051-3 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7532-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7532-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#32715 (Book), #36733 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced 
Length 45 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Spirited, with swing 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key G major 
Harmony I, IV
7
, I
9
, ii
7
, ii
ø7
, V
7
, IV
9
, V
9
, bII
9
, bIV
7
, III
7
, VI
7
, II
9
 
Form ABA coda 
  
“Opening Night Jazz” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is the key of G 
major, and it ends with a G 6/9 chord that requires rolling. A G blues scale is presented in 
this selection. A grace note and syncopations are used. Swing rhythms and triplets are 
used in melody alternately. Ascending and descending half-step progressions are found. 
Seventh chords, extensions of ninth chords, altered chords, and added sixth chords are 
found. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated.  
Title Persnickety Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-6051-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-6051-3 (Book), 
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Alfred Catalog # ISBN-10: 0-7390-7532-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7532-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#32715 (Book), #36733 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced 
Length 39 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Evenly, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony CM: IV, #iv
o7
, I, VI
7
, II
7
, V
7
, vi
7
 
FM: I VI
7
, ii, V
7
, I
7
, IV, #ii
o7
, VI, II
7
 
Form D.S. al Fine 
 
“Persnickety Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has D.S. al Fine form. This selection 
requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on 
beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with 
staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. This selection starts with 
a IV chord with an added sixth, and chromatic scales are often found in this selection. It 
is in the key of C major, and the key change to F major appears in measure 23. Seventh 
chords and added sixth chords are used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 
3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  f, mf, mp, 
crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title River City Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-6051-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-6051-3 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7532-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7532-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#32715 (Book), #36733 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced 
Length 29 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, With a slow, bluesy swing 
Rhythm bluesy swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key G major 
Harmony I, I
7
, IV, #iv
o7
, II, V
7
, bII, VI
7
, ii, V
+
, bVI
7
, vi, ii
7
 
Form Intro ABA 
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“River City Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is the key of G 
major, and it ends with a G 6/9 chord that requires rolling. G blues scale is presented in 
this selection. A grace note and syncopations are presented. Swing rhythms and triplets 
are used in melody alternately. Seventh chords, altered chords, augmented triads, fourth 
chords and added sixth chords are found. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, and half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) 
are used. The dynamic indications used are mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal 
marking is indicated throughout the music. 
Title Steamboat Jazz 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-6051-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-6051-3 (Book), 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7532-2, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-7532-6  
(Book & CD)/ 
#32715 (Book), #36733 (Book & CD) 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced 
Length 54 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Fast, with swing 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony CM: I, ii
7
, V, #i
o7
, I
7
, ii
ø7
, vi
7
, bVI
9
, bII 
FM: I, V
+
, IV
7
, V
7
, bVI
7
, I7, ♮ivo7, vi7, II7 
Form Intro ABA 
 
“Steamboat Jazz” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is the key of C 
major, and it ends with a C 6/9 chord that requires to roll. Part A is in C major, and part B 
is in F major. An F blues scale is found in part B. A grace note and syncopations are 
presented. Swing rhythms and triplets are used in melody alternately. Seventh chords, 
extensions of ninth chords, altered chords, augmented triads, fourth chords and added 
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sixth chords are found. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes and 
whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal 
marking is indicated. 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1. 
 
Title Blues for Dolorés 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4961-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4961-7/ 
#28987 
Level Early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 2) 
Length 41 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Smoothly, unhurried 
Rhythm Swing, triplet, waltz 
Key D minor 
Harmony I, IV, V
7
, iv, I
7
, II
7
, V, I
9
, VI
7
 
Form AA’ 
  
“Blues for Dolorés” is written in 3/4 time with AA’ form. This selection is based 
on the piano solo “Dolorés, Op.170” by French composer Émile Waldteufel (1837-1915). 
Martha Mier indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing 
rhythm. This selection is in the key of D Minor with usage of the D blues scale. It is in 
the style of a waltz, and the left hand consists of harmony with the root of the chord on 
the first beat, and other notes on the second and third beats. Triplets and grace notes are 
often used in the right-hand melody. Seventh chords are frequently used, and it ends with 
the second inversion of a D minor seventh chord. An extension of the ninth is introduced 
in measure 27. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and dotted 
half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. 
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The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking 
is indicated.   
Title Blues March 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4961-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4961-7/ 
#28987 
Level Early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 2) 
Length 24 measures  
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, with swing 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key E minor 
Harmony i, V, ii
ø7
, i
mM7
, #iv
ø7
, v,  IV
M7
,  
Form Intro AA’  
  
“Blues March” is written in 4/4 time with AA’ form. This selection is based on 
the orchestral composition “Slavonic March, Op.31” by Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-
1893). Martha Mier indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues 
swing rhythm. This selection is in the key of E minor with usage of the E blues scale. 
Three different seventh chords are introduced in this selection: Diminished sevenths, 
minor-major sevenths, and major sevenths. This selection ends with Em
M7
. Syncopations 
and triplets are used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, 
dotted half, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, 
and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, pp, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in the last two measures.    
Title Italian Jazz 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4961-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4961-7/ 
#28987 
Level Early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 2) 
Length 38 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Moderately, cheerfully 
Rhythm Steady, Waltz 
Key C major 
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Harmony I
M7
, vi
7
,
 
ii
7
, V
M7
, IV
M7
,vii
ø7
, iii
7
, V
7
, #i
ø7
, VI
7
, ii
ø7
  
Form AB 
   
“Italian Jazz” is written in 4/4 time with AB from. This selection is based on the 
orchestral composition “Capriccio Italien, Op.45” by Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-
1893). It is in the key of C major, with seventh chords primarily used: major sevenths, 
minor sevenths, dominant sevenths, and half-diminished sevenths. Short-long rhythmic 
patterns (quarter note-half note) and waltz patterns are the primary rhythms for the left 
hand while the right hand plays simple melodies. The stacked fourth chords(C 6/9) are 
used at the end for the open sound. Note values utilized are quarter notes, half notes, and 
dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths,
 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) 
are used. The dynamic indications used are mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. 
Continuous pedal marking is indicated. 
Title Jazz Etude 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4961-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4961-7/ 
#28987 
Level Early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 2) 
Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, evenly 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key A minor 
Harmony i, V
7
, V, III,  VI
7
 
Form Intro ABB coda 
    
“Jazz Etude” is written in 4/4 time with ABB form. This selection is based on the 
piano solo “Etude, Op.190, No.31” by Louis Köhler (1820-1886). It is in the key of  A 
minor with usage of the A blues scale. This selection is for the five finger pattern 
exercises. Dominant seventh chords are introduced in this selection, and intervals of 
seconds and sixths are used for dissonant sounds. Note values utilized are eighth notes, 
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quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths,
 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are 
f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Jazzy German Dance 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4961-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4961-7/ 
#28987 
Level Early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 2) 
Length 41 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Moderately, boldly 
Rhythm Jazz waltz 
Key D major 
Harmony I, ii, V
7
, II
7
, IV, bVI
7
, I
9
 
Form AB coda 
  
“Jazzy German Dance” is written in 3/4 time with AB form. This selection is 
based on the piano solo “German Dance in D Major, Hob. IX:22/2” by Franz Joseph 
Haydn (1732-1809). It is in the key of D major, and the primary harmonies used are I and 
V. bVI
 7 
and an extension of the ninth on the tonic chord are used in the coda. The D 
blues scale is introduced at the end (mm. 39 - 40) Chromatic sounds are created by using 
second intervals. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and 
dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) 
are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. 
Pedal marking is indicated in the last measure.    
Title Jazzy Spanish Song 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4961-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4961-7/ 
#28987 
Level Early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 2) 
Length 38 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Moderately fast 
Rhythm Jazz waltz, steady 
Key C major 
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Harmony ii
7
, V
7
, I
M7
, vi
7
, V
+
, iii, VI
7
, IV, iii, vi
7
, iii
7
, I 
Form ABA  
  
“Jazzy Spanish Song” is written in 3/4 time with ABA form. This selection is 
based on the popular Spanish song “El relicario” by José Padilla (1889-1960). It is in the 
key of C major, and based on the style of a waltz. A quarter note on beat one, followed by 
a half note on beat two is the pattern that is predominantly used for the melody.  The 
melody of part A is presented in the right-hand, while the part B is in the left-hand. 
Seventh chords and augmented triads are used, in addition to series of perfect fourths 
with pedal at the ending. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, 
and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 
8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. 
Pedal marking is indicated with ritardando.      
Title Lullaby Jazz 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4961-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4961-7/ 
#28987 
Level Early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 2) 
Length 46 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, slow, dreamily 
Rhythm Steady 
Key C major 
Harmony I
7
, IV, V, ii
7
, ii 
ø7
, V
7
, iv
mM7
, iii
7
, IV
M7
,  #iv
ø7
 
Form ABA 
   
“Lullaby Jazz” is written in 4/4 time with ABA form. This selection is based on 
the “Berceuse” from the opera Jocelyn by Benjamin Godard (1849-1895). It is in the key 
of C major, and seventh chords are frequently used. A quarter note on beat one, a half 
note on beat two, followed by a quarter note on the fourth beat pattern is predominantly 
used in the left-hand accompaniment. Alternating I and ii 
ø7
 are used with ritardando at 
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the end to create a more jazzy and dreamy sound. A fourth chord (C 6/9) is used at the 
ending. Note values utilized are quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated throughout 
the piece.  
Title Minuet in Jazz 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4961-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4961-7/ 
#28987 
Level Early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 2) 
Length 29 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony FM: I, ii, iii, V
7
 Gm: vii
o7
, i, ii, vi
 ø7
, FM: I ii, iii, vi, V 
Form Intro ABA’ 
 
“Minuet in Jazz” is written in 4/4 time with ABA’ form. This selection is based 
on the piano solo “Minuet in F Major, K. 2” by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791). 
It is in the key of F major, with a G minor key change appearing in the part B. Seventh 
chords and intervals of minor seconds are used for creating a more jazzy sound. 
Syncopations are used in the melodies. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals 
(2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, 
p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in the last measure.      
Title Ragtime Can-Can 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4961-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4961-7/ 
#28987 
Level Early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 2) 
Length 43 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Lively, with a steady beat 
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Rhythm Bouncy, syncopation 
Key C major  
Harmony CM: IV, I, V, II, vi  
FM: I, V
7
, vii 
Form AB 
 
“Ragtime Can-Can” is written in 4/4 time with AB form. This selection is based 
on the “Galop Infernal” from the operetta Orpheus in the Underworld by Jacques 
Offenbach (1819-1880). The part A is in C major, starting with the dominant, and the part 
B is in F major with usage of the F blues scale. This selection requires stride style, which 
is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one and three. In 
addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos accompanying a 
syncopated melody in the right hand. Seventh chords, an extension of ninths, and minor 
second intervals are often used in this selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, 
quarter notes, half notes, dotted-half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
,  5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are 
mf, f, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in the last measure. 
Title Ragtime Prelude 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4961-5, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4961-7/ 
#28987 
Level Early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 2) 
Length 26 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, syncopation 
Key G major 
Harmony I, I
M7
, I
7
,  V, ii, IV
M7
, IV
7
, V
7
, i, IV 
Form ABA’ 
 
“Ragtime Can-Can” is written in 4/4 time with ABA’ form. This selection is 
based on the piano solo “Prelude in G major” by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750). It 
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is in the key of G major, and the I chord is predominantly used. This selection requires 
stride style, which is a bouncy left-hand pattern, single notes on a beats one and three. In 
addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos, accompanying a 
syncopated melody in the right-hand. Accidental notes and intervals of seconds are used 
frequently in the last seven measures for a dissonant sound. This selection ends with a G 
dominant seventh chord. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, 
and dotted-half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) 
are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, and crescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated in the last measure. 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2. 
 
Title Hungarian Jazz Dance 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4962-3, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4962-4/ 
#28988 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 38 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Fast, with excitement 
Rhythm Syncopation 
Key A minor 
Harmony i, v, i
mM7
, iv, iv
7
, vii, III
M7
, VI,  V
7
, III, ii, III
7
, I
7
, VII
7
 
Form Intro AB 
  
“Hungarian Jazz Dance” is written in 4/4 time with AB form. This selection is 
based on the piano duet “Hungarian Dance No.5” by Johannes Brahms (1833- 1897).  It 
is in the key of A minor, and the melody of part A is presented in the right-hand, while 
part B is alternating between the left-hand and the right-hand. Mier uses syncopated 
rhythms, seventh chords, and accidentals to create a jazzy sound. Note values utilized are 
eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
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used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is only indicated in 
measure 33.      
Title Jazz Solo 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4962-3, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4962-4/ 
#28988 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 34 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, with steady beat 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key C Major 
Harmony I, I
M7
, vi, ii
7
, V
7
, V, vi
7
, IV, bII
9
 
Form AA’ 
  
“Jazz Solo” is written in 4/4 time with AA’ form. This selection is based on the 
“Valse Lente” from the ballet Coppélia by Leo Delibes (1836-1891). It is in the key of C 
major with occasional usage of accidentals. Two distinctive bass patterns are used in this 
selection: continuous steady quarter note and eighth note pattern with a series of 
semitones, and the other with syncopated rhythms. The ending consists with an extension 
of a ninth bII chord followed by stacked fourth chords (C 6/9) at the end. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated. 
Title June Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4962-3, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4962-4/ 
#28988 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 35 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, With a slow, bluesy swing 
Rhythm Slow swing, triplet 
Key G minor 
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Harmony i, III, ii
ø7
, V, i
mM7
, II
7
, VII
7
, v
7
,iv, VII, III
M7
, V
7
, #iv
o7
 
Form ABA 
   
“June Blues” is written in 4/4 time with ABA form. This selection is based on the 
piano solo “June: Barcarolle” from The Seasons” by Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-
1893). Martha Mier indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues 
swing rhythm. It is in the key of G Minor with usage of the G blues scale.  Seventh 
chords are frequently used. An #iv
o7 
arpeggiated chord is presented before the V-I 
cadence to create a bluesy sound. Syncopated rhythms and triplets are predominantly 
used in this selection. Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, 
half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 
4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are mf, mp, crescendo 
and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated.   
Title The Ragtime Farmer 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4962-3, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4962-4/ 
#28988 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 29 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, with joy 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony I, IV, V
7
, I
7
, II
7
, V 
Form AB 
  
“The Ragtime Farmer” is written in 4/4 time with AB form. Part B needs is 
repeated. This selection is based on the piano solo “The Happy Farmer, Op.68, No.10” by 
Robert Schumann (1810-1856). This selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy 
left-hand pattern, including single notes on beats one and three. In addition, single notes 
or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos, which accompany a syncopated 
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melody in the right-hand. Mier primarily uses simple harmonies, I and V in both sections. 
Seventh chords are often used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half 
notes, and dotted-half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 
and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are mf, f, mp, and crescendo. The pedal 
is not used in this selection. 
Title Ragtime for Elise 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4962-3, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4962-4/ 
#28988 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 29 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key A minor 
Harmony i, i
7
, #vi
ø7
, V
7
, V, III, VII 
Form ABA coda 
 
“Ragtime for Elise” is written in 4/4 time with ABA form. Four measures of coda 
is presented with a descending half-step progression in the bass accompaniment,  leading 
to a V-I cadence. This selection is based on the piano solo “Für Elise” by Ludwig van 
Beethoven (1770-1827). It is in the key of A minor with usage of the A blues scale. This 
selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy left-hand pattern, and single notes on 
beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with 
staccatos, accompanying a syncopated melody in the right-hand. Mier uses primarily 
simple harmonies, I and V, in both part A and B. Seventh chords are often used. Note 
values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are mf, mp, and crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
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Title Ragtime Minuet 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4962-3, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4962-4/ 
#28988 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 28 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Lively, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony I, I
7
, IV, IV
7
, V 
Form ABB’ coda 
  
“Ragtime Minuet” is written in 4/4 time with ABB’ form. Four measures of  coda 
is presented with a descending half-step progression in the bass accompaniment, leading 
to a V-I cadence. This selection is based on the piano solo “Minuet in F Major” by 
Leopold Mozart (1719-1787). It is in the key of F major with usage of the F blues scale 
and C blues scale. This selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy left-hand pattern, 
and single notes on beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats 
two and four with staccatos, accompanying a syncopated melody in the right-hand. Mier 
uses simple harmonies, I, IV, and V in this selection, and seventh chords are often used. 
Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted-half notes, and 
whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, p, and crescendo and decrescendo. The 
pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Santa Lucia Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4962-3, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4962-4/ 
#28988 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 37 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Not too fast, steadily 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
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Harmony I, ii
7
, V
7
, ii, IV, vii  
Form AB coda 
   
“Santa Lucia Rag” is written in 4/4 time with AB form. Four measures of coda is 
presented with a descending half-step progression in the bass accompaniment, leading to 
a V-I cadence. This selection is based on the popular Neapolitan song “Santa Lucia” by 
Teodoro Cottrau (1827-1879). It is in the key of C major with series of semitones. This 
selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy left-hand pattern, and single notes on 
beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with 
staccatos, accompanying a syncopated melody in the right-hand. Seventh chords are often 
used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, and half notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are f, mf, mp, and crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Solfegietto Jazz 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4962-3, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4962-4/ 
#28988 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 68 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Fast, lively 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key C minor 
Harmony i, V, iv
7
, VII, III
M7
, vi
7
, II
7
, v, ♮vii, I7, iv, bII, VII7, III7, VI7, i7 
Form ABCA 
  
 “Solfegietto Jazz” is written in 4/4 time with ABCA form. This selection is based 
on the piano solo “Solfegietto” by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714-1788). It is in the 
key of C minor with occasional usage of accidentals. The theme of part B and C is based 
on the theme of part A. Syncopations, intervals of seconds, borrowed chords and seventh 
chords are often used in this selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
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half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, 
and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and 
decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Venetian Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4962-3, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-4962-4/ 
#28988 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 42 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Slow, swing rhythm 
Rhythm Slow swing, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony I, V, vi
7
, ii
7
, ii, V
9
, bii
o7
, V
7
, I7, vi, bVI, V
+
, bII 
Form Intro AA’ coda 
 
“Venetian Blues” is written in 3/4 time with AA’form. A short intro and coda are 
presented with a descending half-step progression in the bass accompaniment. grace note 
is introduced in the introduction. This selection is based on a traditional Italian folk tune 
“Carnival of Venice.” Martha Mier indicates next to the tempo marking to 
show the blues swing rhythm. Triplets are often used. Seventh chords, an extension of 
ninths, borrowed chords, and augmented chords are used for the colorful harmony. This 
selection ends with a series of stacked fourth chords (Db 6/9 and C 6/9). Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated.   
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3. 
 
Title Austrian Jazz Dance 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5780-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5708-7/ 
#31860 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
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Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Walking bass with syncopation 
Key A minor 
Harmony I, iv
7
, VII, III, IV
7
, ii
7
, VII
7
, vi
7
, #vii
o7
, #vi
o7
, V 
Form AB 
  
“Austrian Jazz Dance” is written in 3/4 time and AB form with an upbeat. This 
selection is based on the piano solo “Ländler in A minor, Op. Posth., D.366, No.3” by 
Franz Schubert (1797-1828). Mier indicates next to the tempo marking to 
show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of A minor. The bass accompanying line 
includes repeated patterns, triplets, and short-long rhythmic patterns. This creates an off-
beat syncopation with Schubert’s original melody. Dominant seventh chords and 
diminished seventh chords are often used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, and half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) 
are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. 
Pedal marking is indicated. 
Title Blue Rhapsody 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5780-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5708-7/ 
#31860 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 28 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slowly and gently, with freedom 
Rhythm Steady 
Key C major 
Harmony I
M7
, ii
7
, V, ii, vi, iii, vi
7
, i
7
, II
7
, V
7
, iii
7
, IV, #v, ii
o7
 
Form AA’ 
  
“Blue Rhapsody” is written in 4/4 time with AA’ form. This selection is based on 
the eighteenth variation from the composition for piano and orchestra Rhapsody on a 
Theme of Paganini by Sergei Rachmaninoff (1873-1943). It is in the key of C major. The 
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harmonic pattern of the bass line is repeated. Mier often uses seventh chords for the left-
hand pattern, and I-I
M7
-ii
7
-V, is used in both sections along with the original melodies of 
the Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini by Rachmaninoff. The melodies are in the right 
hand, and the left-hand contains accompaniment with triplets and syncopated rhythm. 
Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted half notes and 
half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. 
The dynamic indications used are f, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated throughout the music.   
Title Bluesy Etude 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5780-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5708-7/ 
#31860 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 25 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, with swing 
Rhythm Swing, boogie-woogie 
Key D minor 
Harmony i, V, VII, III, VI, ♮vi, VI7, iM7 
Form AB coda 
   
“Bluesy Etude” is written in 4/4 time with AB form. This selection is based on the 
piano solo “Etude, Op. 82, No. 65” by Cornelius Gurlitt (1820- 1901). Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
D minor. Boogie-woogie styles of left hand patterns are used, along with the original 
melody of Gurlitt’s Etude. Triplets and syncopated rhythms are used. A descending half-
step progression is found in the coda. This selection ends with a I major seventh chord. 
Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and 
whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are 
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used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal 
marking is indicated.   
Title Cool Etude 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5780-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5708-7/ 
#31860 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key A minor 
Harmony i, iv, VII, III, V
7
, VI, V, i
7
 
Form Theme and variation 
   
“Cool Etude” is written in 4/4 time with theme and variation form. This selection 
is based on the piano solo “Etude in A Minor, Op. 160, No. 16” by Ludvig Schytte 
(1848- 1909). It is in the key of A minor. This selection requires stride style, which is a 
bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one and three. In addition, 
single notes or chords are on beats two and four, with staccatos accompanying a 
syncopated melody in the right hand. Seventh chords and semitones are often used in this 
selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes 
and whole note. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, and crescendo. Pedal marking is 
only indicated in the first seven measures.  
Title The Jazzy Mountain King 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5780-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5708-7/ 
#31860 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5)  
Length 31 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Stealthily 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key A minor 
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Harmony i, III, bII, V, #iv
9
, III
+
, IV
7
, i
7
, V
7
, #vi
o7
, iii
o7
, bv
o7
, ii
7
 
Form Theme and variation with coda 
   
“The Jazzy Mountain King” is written in 4/4 time with theme and variation form. 
This selection is based on “In the Hall of the Mountain King” from Peer Gynt Suite No. 1, 
Op. 46 by Edvard Grieg (1843-1907). It is in the key of A minor, and accidentals are 
often presented. Seventh chords, borrowed chords, and augmented triads are used for the 
colorful harmonies. Series of diminished seventh chords lead to a V-I cadence in the coda. 
Bouncy left hand patterns are used with staccatos. Syncopation rhythm is used in both the 
right and left hands. Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, 
half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, 
and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated. 
Title Parisian Jazz 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5780-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5708-7/ 
#31860 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5)  
Length 40 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately  
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key G minor 
Harmony #vii
o7
, i, V
7
, ii
ø7
, V, ♮viø7, #viio7 
Form Intro ABA’ coda 
  
“Parisian Jazz” is written in 4/4 time with ABA’ form. This selection is based on 
the piano solo “Old French Song, Op39, No,16” by Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-
1893). It is in the key of G minor. The introduction starts with a #vii 
ø7  
chord, resolving to 
a i chord. Simple harmonic alteration, i to ii
ø7
, and diminished seventh chords are 
primarily used. A descending half-step progression is found in the coda. Syncopation 
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rhythms are used in both the left and right hands. Note values utilized are eighth notes, 
quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, 
mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in part B and coda.  
Title Ragtime in Baroque Style 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5780-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5708-7/ 
#31860 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 40 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately with energy 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation  
Key G major 
Harmony GM: I, V
7
, IV, IV
M7
, ii7, ii, iii
7
  
Em: I, V7, V, iv
o7
 
Form Binary form 
   
“Ragtime in Baroque Style” is written in 4/4 time with binary form. This selection 
is based on the piano solo “Minuet in G Major” from Notebook for Anna Magdalena by 
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685- 1750). The first part is in G major, and the second part is 
in E minor and G major, each part repeating. This selection requires stride style, which is 
a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one and three. In addition, 
single notes or chords are on beats two and four, with staccatos accompanying a 
syncopated melody in the right hand. Mier uses primarily simple harmonies, I and V, in 
both sections. Seventh chords are often used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, 
quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, 
mf, p, and crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
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Title Ragtime Symphony 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5780-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5708-7/ 
#31860 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Fast and happy 
Rhythm Bouncy rhythm, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony I, I
7
, ii, ii
7
, V, V
7
, vi, II
7
 
Form Intro AA’BB’ 
   
“Ragtime Symphony” is written in 4/4 time with AA’BB’ form. This selection is 
based on the second movement of “Symphony No.94 in G Major, The Surprise” by Franz 
Joseph Haydn (1732-1809). It is in the key of C major. This selection requires stride style, 
which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one and three. In 
addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos accompanying a 
syncopated melody in the right hand. Triplets are used in part A’ and B’. Martha Mier 
uses primarily simple harmonies, I and V, in both sections. Seventh chords are often used. 
Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes and a whole note. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, mp, and p. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Rockin’ Russian Song 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5780-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5708-7/ 
#31860 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key G major 
Harmony I, I
M7
, ii, V
7
, iv, IV, vii, ii 
Form Intro AB coda 
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“Rockin’ Russian Song” is written in 4/4 time with AB form. This selection is 
based on the second movement of “Symphony No.94 in G Major, The Surprise” by Franz 
Joseph Haydn (1732-1809). It is in the key of G major, and a descending half-step 
progression is found in the coda. This selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy 
predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one and three. In addition, single 
notes or chords are on beats two and four, with staccatos accompanying a syncopated 
melody in the right hand. Triplets are used in both part A’ and B’. Mier uses primarily 
simple harmonies, I and V, in both parts. Seventh chords are often used. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are f, mf, and mp. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Russian Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5780-1, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5708-7/ 
#31860 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 30 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slowly  
Rhythm Steady 
Key E minor 
Harmony iv
7
, III
M7
, ♮II, V7, VII7, i7, VIM7, viø7, v7, III, iio7, vi 
Form Intro AB 
  
“Russian Blues” is written in 4/4 time with AB form. An unusual chord 
progression, iv
7
-III
M7
-♮II-V7-I, is used for the introduction. This selection is based on 
“Polovetsian Dance” from the opera Prince Igor by Alexander Borodin (1833-1887). It is 
in the key of E minor. Meir uses seventh chords, parallel fifths, and accidentals creating a 
colorful harmony. This selection ends with an E ninth chord. Note values utilized are 
eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and 
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melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated throughout 
the music.   
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4. 
 
Title Bagatelle Swing 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5709-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5709-4/ 
#31861 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 30 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Moderately, with swing 
Rhythm Triplet, swing, syncopation 
Key A minor 
Harmony i
7
, iv
7
, V
7
, bII, V, i,  IV, iv, i
mM7
 
Form ABC 
  
“Bagatelle Swing” is written in 3/4 time with ABC form. This selection is based 
on the piano solo “Bagatelle in A Minor, Op. 119, No. 9” by Ludwig van Beethoven 
(1770- 1827). Martha Mier indicates next to the tempo marking to show the 
blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of A minor, and a series of half-step notes are added 
for the chromatic sound. A quarter note on the first beat, followed by half note pattern 
and continuous eighth notes lines are predominantly used for the left-hand bass 
accompaniment. 10 measures of part C are added by Mier, and the harmonic progression 
is i-i
7
-IV-iv-i-i
7
. The last chord, i
7
, is a minor-major seventh chord and needs to be rolled. 
Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated.   
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Title Ecossaise Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5709-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5709-4/ 
#31861 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 52 measures  
Meter/Tempo 2/4, Fast, lively 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key G major 
Harmony I, V
7
, vi
o7
, IV, ii, bVI
7
 
Form ABA coda 
  
“Ecossaise Rag” is written in 2/4 time with ABA form. This selection is based on 
the piano solo “Ecossaise” by Ludwig van Beethoven (1770- 1827). This selection 
requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on 
beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with 
staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. It is in the key of G 
major, and a series of half-step notes are added for a chromatic sound. Continuous 
sixteenth notes and occasional ties between weak and strong beats create a syncopated 
rhythm. Accent markings are often indicated on weak beats. Seventh chords are often 
used. A descending half-step progression is found in the coda. Note values utilized are 
sixteenth notes, eighth notes, and quarter notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 
4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mp, p and 
crescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title German Dance Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5709-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5709-4/ 
#31861 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 37 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation, triplet 
Key Bb major 
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Harmony V
7
, I, I
7
, IV
7
, IV, ii, iii
7
 
Form AB coda 
   
“German Dance Rag” is written in 4/4 time with AB form. This selection is based 
on the piano solo “German Dance in Bb Major, D.783, No.7” by Franz Schubert (1797- 
1828). This selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand 
pattern of bass notes on beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on 
beats two and four with staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. 
It is in the key of Bb major, and half-step notes are added for a chromatic sound. Seventh 
chords and triplets are often used. A descending bass line progression is found in the coda. 
A series of stacked fourth chords (Bb 6/9) are used with a full chord slide for the ending. 
Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and 
whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are sf, f, p, pp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal 
marking is indicated.   
Title Jazz in A Minor 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5709-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5709-4/ 
#31861 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 66 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, triplet 
Key A minor 
Harmony i, V, iv, III,  V
7
, #vii
o7
, I
7
, vii, #iii
o7
, iv
7
, #vi
o7
, #iv
9
, ii
ø7
, ii
o7
, VI
M7
 
Form Intro AA’ coda 
  
“Jazz in A Minor” is written in 4/4 time with AA’ form. Introduction and coda 
consists of the same themes. This selection is based on the Piano Concerto in A Minor, 
Op.16 by Edvard Grieg (1843-1907). The boogie-woogie left hand patterns are added 
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with the original melody of the Concerto by Grieg. Syncopated and bouncy left hand 
patterns are also often used. A simple harmonic pattern, i-v, is presented in the cadenza 
with a triplet rhythm. #vii
o7
, #iii
o7
, iv
7
, #vi
o7
, #iv
9
 are added chords portraying a colorful 
harmony. Seventh chords and an extension of ninth are used. Note values utilized are 
eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are ff, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated.  
Title Lullaby in Blue 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5709-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5709-4/ 
#31861 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 47 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Slowly, gently 
Rhythm Swing, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony CM: I, vi, IV
7
, V, iv, iii
7
, IV, ii
7
, #IV
o7
, #v
7
/ 
EbM: IV, ii
7
, IV
M7
, IV
7
, iii, V
7
, I, I
7
, ♮iv o7, ii, iii7, ♮v o7, vi, ♮V7, vi7, 
I
M7
 
Form Intro AB 
  
 “Lullaby in Blue” is written in 3/4 time with AB form. Part A is in the key of C 
major, and part B is in E minor. This selection is based on the song “Wiegenlied,” Op.49, 
No.4 by Johannes Brahms (1833-1897). Martha Mier indicates next to the 
tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. Fourth chords, and seventh chords are 
often used. Accidentals and chromatic scales are used for the dissonant sound. Triplets 
and grace notes are presented in this selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, 
quarter notes, half notes and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 
4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are mf, mp, p, 
crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated throughout the music.   
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Title Ragtime Sonatina 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5709-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5709-4/ 
#31861 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 44 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Happily, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony I, IV, V, I
7
, vi, II
7
, vi
7
, #i
o7
, V
7
 
Form Sonata form 
 
“Ragtime Sonatina” is written in 4/4 time in sonata form, consisting of an 
exposition, development, and recapitulation. This selection is based on the piano solo 
“Sonatina in C Major, Op.36. No.1” by Muzio Clementi (1752- 1832). It is in the key of 
C major and accidentals are added for the chromatic sound. This selection requires stride 
style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one and 
three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four, with staccatos 
accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. Semitones are frequently used, and 
it ends with bII9 followed by fourth chord(I 6/9). Grace notes are often used. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal markings are indicated at 
measures 43 and 44. 
Title Sheherezade Jazz 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-5709-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-5709-4/ 
#31861 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 46 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation, jazz waltz 
Key G major 
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Harmony I, vi, ii
7
, V
7
, V
+
, I
+
, vi
7
, IV, iv, ii, IV
M7
, ii
ø7
, ♮vii, bVI, I, viio7, #i7 
Form Intro AB coda 
   
“Sheherezade Jazz” is written in 4/4 time with AB form. This selection is based 
on the symphonic suite Sheherezade, Op.35 by Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov (1844-1908). It 
is in the key of G major. Time signature changes appear in part B and the coda (4/4 3/4 
4/4). Waltz-like patterns, consisting of a quarter note on the strong first beat, and half 
note chords on the weak beat, are predominantly used in this selection. Whole step/half 
step scales (octatonic) appear in part A, and augmented triads and borrowed chords are 
often used in both sections. This selection ends with a fourth chord(C 6/9). Syncopations 
are used. Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, 
and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) 
are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. 
Pedal marking is indicated throughout the music.  
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5. 
 
Title Boogie for Elise 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8921-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8921-7/ 
#39316 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 34 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, syncopation 
Key A minor 
Harmony i, v, iv, III, VII, V, VI
7
, V
7
, VI, #vi
o7
 
Form Intro ABA coda 
 
“Boogie for Elise” is written in 4/4 time with ABA form. This selection is based 
on the piano solo “Für Elise, WoO 59” by Ludwig van Beethoven (1770- 1827). It is in 
the key of A minor, and a series of semitones are added for the chromatic sound. Half 
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steps slides in thirds are often used. Boogie-woogie bass patterns and syncopated 
melodies are predominantly used in this selection. Seventh chords are found. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated.   
Title Habanera Boogie 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8921-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8921-7/ 
#39316 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 45 measures  
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, syncopation 
Key D minor 
Harmony Dm: i, III
+
, i
7
, #vi
o7
,bVI
M7
, i
o
, ii
ø7
, #vii
o7
, IV, iv, V, VI
M7
, VI 
DM: I
7
, I, ii7, vi, V,  
Form AB 
 
“Habanera Boogie” is written in 4/4 time with AB form. This selection is based 
on the “Habanera” from the opera Carmen by George Bizet (1838- 1875). Part A is in the 
key of D minor, and part B in D major. Boogie-woogie bass patterns and syncopations 
are predominantly used in this selection. Seventh chords, altered chords, an augmented 
triad, and added sixth chords are found. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, dotted quarter notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 
3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
, and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, mp, p, 
crescendo. Pedal marking is indicated.   
Title Jazzy French Song 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8921-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8921-7/ 
#39316 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 42 measures 
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Meter/Tempo 2/4, Slowly, gently 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key G minor 
Harmony i, V
7
, V, i
7
, vi, ii
ø7
, ♮ivø7 
Form Intro ABA 
   
“Jazzy French Song” is written in 2/4 time with ABA form. This selection is 
based on the piano solo “Old French Song, Op. 39, No.16,” from Album for the Young by 
Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840- 1893). It is in the key of G minor, and it ends with a G-
6/9 chord. Seventh chords and intervals of sixths are used in this selection. Alterations of 
ii
ø7
 and ♮ivø7 are often found. Syncopated rhythms are used. Note values utilized are 
sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, and half notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are mf, mp, p, pp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated throughout the music.  
Title Jazzy Sonata 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8921-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8921-7/ 
#39316 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 63 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key A major 
Harmony I, IV, V, V
7
, vi, IV, I
M7
, ii
7
, I
M7
, vii 
Form Intro ABABA 
  
“Jazz Sonata” is written in 2/4 time with ABABA form. This selection is based on 
the first movement of “Sonata in A Major, K. 331” for piano by Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart (1756- 1791). It is in the key of A major, and it ends with an A6/9 chord. Primary 
chords (I, IV, V) are predominantly used. Left-hand continuous eighth notes pattern is 
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similar to a boogie-woogie pattern. Syncopated rhythms and embellished notes are found 
in this selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, 
half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 
7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated. 
Title Lively Sonatina 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8921-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8921-7/ 
#39316 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 35 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Lively 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony FM: I, V, V
7
, vi
7
, IV 
Form ABA 
 
“Lively Sonatina” is written in 4/4 time with ABA form, and first part A is 
repeated. This selection is based on the third movement of “Sonatina No.3 in F major” 
for piano by Thomas Attwood (1765- 1838). It is in the key of F major, and it starts with 
two measures using the left hand boogie-woogie bass pattern, which is continuously used 
through the piece.   Primary chords (I, V) are predominantly used. Syncopated rhythms 
are also used in the left-hand accompaniment. Note values utilized are eighth notes, 
quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 
4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, 
crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Perky Turkish March 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8921-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8921-7/ 
#39316 
Level Late intermediate to early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
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Length 44 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, syncopation 
Key G major 
Harmony I, ii
7
, V
7
, I, vi, V, VII
7
, iii, III, VI, vi 
Form Intro ABA coda 
 
“Perky Turkish March” is written in 4/4 time with ABA form. This selection is 
based on the “Turkish March” from the orchestral music for the play The Ruins of Athens 
by Ludwig van Beethoven (1770- 1827). It is in the key of G major, and it starts with four 
measures of introduction. Boogie-woogie bass pattern is used in this selection. Grace 
notes and syncopated rhythms are used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 
3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, 
crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Ragtime Penny 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8921-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8921-7/ 
#39316 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 46 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation, jazz waltz 
Key G major 
Harmony IV, #vi
o7
, I, IV+, #i
o
, ii
7
, V
7
, vi, II
7
, V, VI 
Form Intro ABABA coda 
   
“Ragtime Penny” is written in 4/4 time with ABABA form. This selection is 
based on the piano solo “Rondo a capriccio, Op.129, Rage Over a Lost Penny” by 
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770- 1827). This selection requires stride style, which is a 
bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one and three. In addition, 
single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos accompanying a 
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syncopated melody in the right hand. It is in the key of G major, and it starts with an 
ascending half step bass progression, which is presented in the introduction. Seventh 
chords, and an augmented triad are found. Suspended chords (Sus 4) are often used. Note 
values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, and half notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, 
mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Ragtime Surprise 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8921-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8921-7/ 
#39316 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 48 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Fast and agitated 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony I, I
7
, IV, bVI, bVI
7
, V
7
, vi, II
7
, V
9
 
Form Intro AB 
   
“Ragtime Surprise” is written in 4/4 time with AB form. This selection is based 
on the second movement of  “Symphony No. 94 in G major, The Surprise” by Franz 
Joseph Haydn (1732- 1809). This selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy 
predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one and three. In addition, single 
notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos accompanying a syncopated 
melody in the right hand. It is in the key of C major, and it starts with the introduction, 
which contains a bVI and a full chord slide. Seventh chords, an extension of ninth, altered 
chords, and added sixth chords are found. A grace note and descending half-step 
progressions are used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, and half notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
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dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, and crescendo. The pedal is not used in this 
selection. 
Title Träumerie Dreams 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8921-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8921-7/ 
#39316 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slowly, with expression 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony I
M7
, vi
7
, ii
7
, V
7
, ii
ø7
, V, III
7
, vi
 ø7
, II
7
, IV, iii
ø7
, VI
7
, iii, IV
M7
, vii
ø7
, vi, 
ii
7
, II
9
 
Form Intro ABA coda 
   
“Träumerie Dreams” is written in 4/4 time with ABA form and part A needs to be 
repeated. This selection is based on the piano solo “Träumerie , Op. 15, No.7,” from 
Scenes from Childhood by Robert Schumann (1810-1856). It is in the key of F major, 
and it ends with an F 6/9 chord. Seventh chords are predominantly used, and an extension 
of the ninth is found. Syncopated rhythms are used in this selection. Note values utilized 
are sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes and whole 
notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated throughout the music. 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1. 
 
Title Away in a Manger 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3845-1, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3845-1/ 
#24435 
Level Late elementary/early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 1-2) 
Length 24 measures 
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Meter/Tempo 3/4, Slowly and gently 
Rhythm Steady 
Key G major 
Harmony I, I
7
, vi, vi
7
, IV
7
, V
+
, iii
7
, V
7
, ii
7
, II
9
 
Form Intro AA’ Coda 
   
“Away in a Manger” is written in 3/4 time in AA’ form. This selection is based on 
the original melody by John R. Murray. It is in the key of G major, and seventh chords 
are often used. An augmented triad, an added sixth chord and an extension of the ninth 
are found in this selection. A half-step slide in to a I chord is used in measure 19. Note 
values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes and dotted 
half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. 
The dynamic indications used are mf, mp, pp, and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated throughout the music. 
Title Deck the Halls 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3845-1, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3845-1/ 
#24435 
Level Late elementary/early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 1-2) 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slow, with swing 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key F major 
Harmony I, IV, V, i, ii, ii
7
, III, #v, vi, V
7
, biv, I
7
 
Form Intro ABA coda 
 
“Deck the Halls” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. This arrangement is 
based on the original melody by Welsh Carol. Descending half-step progressions are used 
in both the introduction and coda. Mier indicates next to the tempo marking 
to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of F major, and seventh chords are often 
found. Syncopation rhythms and triplets are predominantly used in the melody. 
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Semitones are often found for the dissonant sound. Note values utilized are eighth notes, 
quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, 
mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is used in the last measure. 
Title Fum, Fum, Fum 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3845-1, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3845-1/ 
#24435 
Level Late elementary/early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 1-2) 
Length 26 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, With a steady beat 
Rhythm Steady, bouncy, syncopation 
Key A minor 
Harmony Am: i, V, i
mM7
, iv, iv
7
 
CM: V
7
, I 
Form Intro AB coda 
 
“Fum, Fum, Fum” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. This selection is based 
on the Spanish Carol. Descending half-step progressions are used in both the introduction 
and coda. This selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand 
pattern of bass notes on beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on 
beats two and four with staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. 
It is in the key of A minor, and part A is in A minor, and part B is in C major. Sudden 
meter changes(4/4- 2/4- 4/4)  appear in measure 18 and 19 which lead to part B including 
a key change. Minor-major seventh chords and dominant seventh chords are used in this 
selection. A blues scale is found. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
dotted quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals 
(2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, 
mp, and crescendo and diminuendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
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Title God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3845-1, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3845-1/ 
#24435 
Level Late elementary/early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 1-2) 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key A minor 
Harmony iv
7
, i, V, v, III
M7
, VII, ii
ø7
, VII
7
 
Form Intro AB 
 
“God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. Mier 
arranges this traditional melody into a jazz style. She uses steady quarter rhythms in the 
right hand melody with syncopated accompaniment in the left hand. This selection starts 
with four measures of intro which has a iv
7
- i- V- i chord progression. It is in the key of A 
minor, and major seventh, dominant seventh, and diminished seventh chords are used in 
this selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, 
half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 
4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, mp, 
crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal is used in only part B.  
Title Good King Wenceslas 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3845-1, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3845-1/ 
#24435 
Level Late elementary/early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 1-2) 
Length 25 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast 
Rhythm Bouncy, syncopation 
Key G Major 
Harmony IV, #iv
o7
, I, vi
7
, II
7
, V
7
, V,  V
7
, #v, vi 
Form Intro AB coda 
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“Good King Wenceslas” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. Mier arranges 
the traditional melody into ragtime style. This selection requires stride style, which is a 
bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one and three. In addition, 
single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos accompanying a 
syncopated melody in the right hand. It is in the key of G major, and seventh chords are 
often found. An ascending half-step progression is often used in the left-hand. Note 
values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, and half notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, 
mf, mp, and crescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Jingle Bells 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3845-1, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3845-1/ 
#24435 
Level Late elementary/early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 1-2) 
Length 37 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Merrily 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, bouncy, steady 
Key C major 
Harmony I, IV, V, V
+
, I
7
, iv 
Form AA’BB’ Coda 
 
“Jingle Bells” is written in 4/4 time and has AA’BB’ form. Descending half-step 
progressions are used in the coda. This arrangement is based on the original melody by 
James Pierpont. Martha Mier uses boogie-woogie styles and bouncy rhythmic patterns to 
create a jazzy sound. It is in the key of C major, and C blue notes are found. Augmented 
triad (G
+
) is used as the last chord of part A before moving on to part B. The part B chord 
progression is simple as part A, but Mier adds an augmented fourth, and dominant 
seventh
 
chords to create a colorful sound. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 
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5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo 
and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Jolly Old Saint Nicholas 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3845-1, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3845-1/ 
#24435 
Level Late elementary/early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 1-2) 
Length 33 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Happily 
Rhythm Syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony I, V, IV, II, bv
o7
, II
7
, I
M7
, bVII
7
, bVI
7
, I
7
, IV
7
 
Form Theme and variations 
 
“Jolly Old Saint Nicholas” is written in 4/4 time and has a form of theme and 
variations. Mier arranges this traditional melody into a jazz style. It is in the key of C 
major, and blue notes are found. Seventh chords, borrowed chords, and added sixths are 
used for colorful harmonies. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half 
notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 
5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, mp, crescendo 
and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated.   
Title Joy to the World 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3845-1, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3845-1/ 
#24435 
Level Late elementary/early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 1-2) 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Joyfully 
Rhythm Steady 
Key G major 
Harmony I, V, IV, V, V
7
 
Form AB coda 
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“Joy to the World” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. A descending bass 
progression is found in the coda. This selection is based on the original melody by 
George F. Handel. It is in the key of G major and G blue notes are used. Half-step slides 
are often used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, 
half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes.  Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 
4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mp, and 
crescendo. The pedal is used in the last two chords.  
Title Toyland 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3845-1  
ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3845-1/ 
#24435 
Level Late elementary/early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 1-2) 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slowly, with swing 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplets 
Key F major 
Harmony IV, ♮ivo7, vø7, VI, ii, i, V, I, V7, IM7, II, VI9, bIII, vi, bVI7 
Form Intro AA’ coda 
 
“Toyland” is written in 4/4 time and has AA’ form. This selection is based on the 
original melody by Victor Herbert. Mier indicates next to the tempo marking 
to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of F major, and seventh chords are often 
found. Syncopation rhythms and triplets are predominantly used in the melody. 
Semitones are often found for the dissonant sound. Triplets, grace notes, and syncopated 
rhythms are used in the melody. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
dotted quarter notes, half notes, and whole note. Half-step slides followed by a fourth 
chord (F 6/9) are used at the end. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 
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7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  f, mf, mp, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection.  
Title Up on the Housetop 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3845-1, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3845-1/ 
#24435 
Level Late elementary/early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 1-2) 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Happily 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony I, I
7
, IV, biv, V, IV
7
, iii
7
, V
7
, vi, I
7
 
Form Intro AB coda 
 
“Up on the House top” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. Mier arranges this 
original melody by Benjamin R. Handy into a jazz style. A descending half-step 
progression is used in the introduction. A bouncy quarter note left hand pattern is 
predominately used in this selection. It is in the key of F major and fourths are often 
added in the bass pattern. An F blues scales is used in the coda. Note values utilized are 
eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, 
mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title We Three Kings of Orient Are 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3845-1, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3845-1/ 
#24435 
Level Late elementary/early intermediate (UK Exam Grade 1-2) 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, With majesty 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key E minor 
Harmony Em: i, iv, i
7
, VI
7
, V
7
, vii, III, v, iv
7
  
GM: I, I
7
, IV
7
, iii
ø7
, ii
7
, V
7
 
Form Intro AB 
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“We Three Kings of Orient Are” is written in 3/4 time and has AB form. Mier 
arranges this original melody by John Henry Hopkins into a jazz style. It is in the key of 
E minor, and a key change to G major occurs in part B. Blue notes are found in each part. 
Seventh chords are frequently used, and this selection ends with a G dominant seventh 
chord with a plagal cadence(IV-I). Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 
7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2. 
 
Title Christmas Medley 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3846-X, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3846-8/ 
#22419 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 44 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key F Major 
Harmony FM: I, IV, V
7
, II, VI
7
 
GM: I, IV, V
7
, ii
7
, III
7
, vi, II, I
9
 
Form Intro AB coda 
 
“Christmas Medley” is written in 3/4 time and has AB form. Mier combined two 
traditional carols, O Christmas Tree and Good King Wenceslas, and arranges into a jazz 
style. O Christmas Tree is in F major and Good King Wenceslas is in G Major. A simple 
harmonic pattern, I-IV-V, is primarily used in the arrangement of O Christmas Tree. Blue 
notes (b3 and b7) are presented in both arrangements. Steady bouncy left hand 
accompaniment is predominately used in both arrangements. A modulatory transition 
occurs prior to the arrangement of Good King Wenceslas. Grace note and descending 
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scales are used in the introduction, transition, and coda. This selection ends with a I chord 
with an added ninth. Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, 
and half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, mp, pp, crescendo and decrescendo. 
Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title The First Noel 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3846-X, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3846-8/ 
#22419 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 30 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key C Major 
Harmony I
7
, ii
7
, iii
7
, bIII
7
, bII
7
, IV
M7
, IV
7
, vi
mM7
, vi, iii
9
, V, IV, iii, V
7 
 
Form Theme and variations 
 
“The First Noel” is written in 3/4 time and has the form of theme and variation. 
This arrangement is based on the Traditional English Carol. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of F major, 
and seventh chords are often found. Dissonances frequently occur in this selection 
through using accidentals. Seventh chords, and added ninth and sixths are used. A full 
chord slide occurs in the introduction. Syncopated rhythms are found in the bass line. Db 
arpeggios adding the eleventh and thirteenth leads to an ending of a C 6/9 chord. Note 
values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes and dotted 
half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. 
The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Continuous 
pedal marking is indicated.  
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Title Go Tell It on the Mountain 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3846-X, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3846-8/ 
#22419 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Spirited, with swing 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony I, I
7
, IV, bVI, V
+M7
, vi
7
, ii
7
, V
7
, bVI
9
, I
M7
, V
9
, IV
7
, bVI
7
 
Form Intro AB coda 
 
“Go Tell It on the Mountain” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. Mier 
arranges an original spiritual melody into a jazz style. Mier indicates next to 
the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. A descending bass progression is 
found in the intro, B part, and coda. It is in the key of F major, and seventh chords, 
extension of ninths, augmented major sevenths, and bVI chords are used for the colorful 
harmonies. Grace notes, and syncopated rhythms are often used. Note values utilized are 
eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half note and whole 
notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated in this selection.  
Title Jingle Bells 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3846-X, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3846-8/ 
#22419 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 43 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Merrily 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony V, I, IV, ii, VI
7
, II
9
, bvi
o7
, I
7
, bVI 
Form Intro AB coda 
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“Jingle Bells” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. This selection is based on 
the original melody by James Pierpont. This selection requires stride style, which is a 
bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one and three. In addition, 
single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos accompanying a 
syncopated melody in the right hand. It is in the key of C major, and seventh chords, an 
added ninth
 
and chromatics using an interval of a minor second are found. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted-half notes, and whole notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not 
used in this selection. 
Title Jolly Old Saint Nocholas 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3846-X, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3846-8/ 
#22419 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Happily 
Rhythm Syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony I, V, IV, V, V
7
, II
9
, ♮iv7, vi, II 
Form AB 
 
“Jolly Old Saint Nicholas” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. Mier arranges 
this traditional melody into a jazz style. Boogie-woogie-like bass patterns are 
predominantly used with syncopated rhythms. The blues scale is found in this selection. 
Seventh chords and an extension of a ninth are presented for a more colorful harmony. 
Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, a dotted half note, and 
whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
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used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Th pedal is 
not used in this selection. 
Title Silent Night 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3846-X, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3846-8/ 
#22419 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4 , Tenderly 
Rhythm Steady 
Key G major 
Harmony I, V, V
7
, bVI
9
, iv
mM7
, I
7
, VI, ii, vi, IV, IV
M7
, ii
7
, iii
7
,VI
7
, III
9
, II
9
, 
bVI, iv
7
, bII
9 
 
Form Strophic form 
 
“Silent Night” is written in 3/4 time and has strophic form. Mier arranges this 
original melody by Franz Grüber into a jazz style. It is in the key of G major, and Mier 
uses colorful harmonies, II
9
, III, bIII, iv
mM7
, bVI, in this selection with a steady bass 
pattern. A seventh chord and extension of ninths are frequently used. A high to low rolled 
chord is presented on the last chord. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and a whole note. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are mf, mp, p, pp, crescendo and decrescendo. Continuous pedal marking is 
indicated.  
Title We Three Kings of Orient Are 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3846-X, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3846-8/ 
#22419 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 44 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Slowly, with majesty 
Rhythm Syncopation 
Key E minor 
Harmony Em: i, ii
ø7
, iv, V, VII, III, v, iv, V
7
, VII
7
, I 
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GM: I, IV, vi, IV
7
, vi, V
7
, ii,  
Form Intro AB coda 
 
“We Three Kings of Orient Are” is written in 3/4 time and has AB form. Mier 
arranges this original melody by John Henry Hopkins into a jazz style. It is in the key of 
E minor, and a key change occurs in measures 21 and 37 (E minor-G major-E minor). E 
major arpeggios in the bass line are used for the last chord. Seventh chords and added 
sixth are found in this selection. Syncopated rhythms are predominantly used in the bass 
accompaniment. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and 
dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. 
Continuous pedal marking is indicated.  
Title We Wish You a Merry Christmas 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3846-X, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-3846-8/ 
#22419 
Level Intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-4) 
Length 49 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Joyfully 
Rhythm Bouncy, syncopation 
Key G major 
Harmony I, IV, V
7
, II
7
, III
7
, vi, ii, iii 
Form Intro ABAA’B’ 
 
“We Wish You a Merry Christmas” is written in 3/4 time and has a form of 
ABAA’B’. Mier arranges the traditional melody into a rag music style. This selection 
requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on 
beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with 
staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. It is in the key of G 
major and it starts with D mixolydian mode in the introduction. Syncopated rhythmic 
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patterns are predominantly used as bass accompaniment. The meter changes from 3/4 to 
4/4 in measure 29. Seventh chords and minor and major second intervals are used. Note 
values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole 
notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated in this selection. 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3. 
 
Title Bring a Torch, Jeannette, Isabella 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4336-6, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4336-3/ 
#26139 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 43 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Fast, freely 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key Bb Major 
Harmony I, vi, IV, V, V
7
, ii, vi
mM7
, I
M7
, IV
M7
, iii
7
, ii
7
,  III
7
, vi
7
, vii
ø7
, #V
M7
, 
ii
9
 
Form Intro AB coda 
 
“Bring a Torch, Jeannette, Isabella” is written in 3/4 time and has AB form. Mier 
arranges the original melody of French Carol into a jazz style. Meter and tempo change 
occur: Introduction is in 3/4 (Fast, Freely), part A in 4/4 (Allegro), part B in 3/4 (Freely), 
and coda in 4/4 (a tempo). Syncopated rhythmic bass patterns are predominantly used in 
part A. It is in the key of Bb major and seventh chords and intervals of sixths are often 
used in this selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter 
notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals 
(2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are mf, mp, 
crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
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Title Good Christian Men, Rejoice 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4336-6, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4336-3/ 
#26139 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 45 measures  
Meter/Tempo 6/8, Fast and bold 
Rhythm Syncopation 
Key G major 
Harmony I, ii, iii, vi, ii
7
, V,  I
M7
, V
7
, III, IV, IV
M7
 
Form Intro AB 
 
“Good Christian Men, Rejoice” is written in 6/8 time and has AB form. Mier 
arranges the original melody of 14
th
 Century German Carol into a jazz style. A meter 
change occurs in this selection. Part A is in 6/8 and continuous dotted quarter note 
blocked chords are predominantly used for the bass accompaniment. Part B is in 4/4 and 
syncopated rhythmic patterns are predominantly used, and series of semitones are used 
for a chromatic sound. It is in the key of G major, and seventh chords are found in this 
selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half 
notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 
8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp ,p, crescendo and decrescendo. 
Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title He is Born, the Divine Christ Child 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4336-6, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4336-3/ 
#26139 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, cheerfully 
Rhythm Bouncy, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony I, I
7
, vi, bVI, I, V
7
, II
7
, V
9
, IV, IV
M7
  
Form Intro ABA coda 
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“He is Born, the Divine Christ Child” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. 
Mier arranges the traditional French Carol into a rag music style. This selection requires 
stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one 
and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos 
accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. A descending bass line is used in 
both the intro and coda. It is in the key of F major and seventh chords and an extension of 
a ninth are used in this selection. Syncopation and intervals of sixths are often found in 
this selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, and half notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated in this selection. 
Title The Holly and the Ivy 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4336-6, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4336-3/ 
#26139 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, fast and bright 
Rhythm Syncopation  
Key G Major 
Harmony I
M7
, ii
7
, iii
7
, vi, IV, V, IV
M7
, V
7
, I
7
, I
M7
, I
9
, VI
7
, iii, VII 
Form Theme and variations 
 
“The Holly and the Ivy” is written in 3/4 time and has the form of theme and 
variations. Mier arranges the original melody of Old English Carol into a jazz style. The 
theme of this selection starts with a I
M7
 chord, and a meter change occurs in measure 6 
(3/4- 4/4) before the first cadence. It is in the key of G major, and seventh chords and an 
extension of a ninth are found. This selection ends with a fourth chord slide (Ab 6/9- G 
6/9). Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, 
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dotted half note, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 
7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title I Wonder as I Wander 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4336-6, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4336-3/ 
#26139 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 34 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Slowly with wonder 
Rhythm Slow blues, steady 
Key A minor 
Harmony i, i
7
, iv
7
, V, IV
7
, V
7
, iv
7
, III
M7
, ii
7
, IV, iv
9
, bII
M7
, I
9
 
Form Intro AA’ coda 
 
“I Wonder as I Wonder” is written in 3/4 time and has AA’ form. Mier arranges a 
traditional American melody into a blues style. It is in the key of A minor, and Mier uses 
colorful harmonies, major sevenths, dominant sevenths, extension of ninths, bII
M7
 and 
fourth chords. Grace notes and rolled chords are found. Note values utilized are eighth 
notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, and  dotted half notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are mf, mp, p, pp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this 
selection. 
Title It Came Upon the Midnight Clear 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4336-6, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4336-3/ 
#26139 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 35 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Slowly, with tenderness 
Rhythm Slow blues, steady 
Key Bb major 
Harmony I
M7
, ii
9
, iii
7
, VI
7
, ii
7
, II
7
, bVI, V
7
, IV, IV
9
, iii, iii
7
, iv
ø7
, vii
o7
, vi, ii
o7
, 
V, II
7
, iv
7
, IV
M7
, biii
7
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Form ABA 
 
“It Came Upon the Midnight Clear” is written in 3/4 time and has ABA form. 
Mier arranges the original melody by Richard S. Willis into a blues style. It is in the key 
of Bb major, and starts with a series of seventh chords. Seventh chords and an extension 
of the ninth are used for the colorful harmony. A half-step slide technique is found, and it 
ends with a rolled I
M7 
chord. Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter 
notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole note. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this 
selection. 
Title O Come, All Ye Faithful 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4336-6, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4336-3/ 
#26139 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 48 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, fast, with excitement  
Rhythm Syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony I, VI, IV, V, I, II
7
, V
M7
, vi
7
, vii
7
, I
M7
, II, V
7
, ♮iv, vi, IVM7, III7, bIII7, 
bII
9
 
Form Intro ABA’B’ 
 
“O Come, All Ye Faithful” is written in 3/4 time and has ABA’B’ form. Mier 
arranges the original melody by John F. Wade into a jazz style. Syncopation is 
predominantly used for the bass accompaniment. It is in the key of F major, and intervals 
of fourths and sixths are frequently used in this selection. Seventh chords, extension of 
ninths and borrowed chords are used for the rich colorful harmony. In addition, an 
unusual chord progression occurs at the end of the piece (I-bIII
7
-BII
7
-I). Note values 
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utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted-half note, 
and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal 
marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title O Come, O Come, Emmanuel 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4336-6, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4336-3/ 
#26139 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 30 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately slow 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation  
Key E minor 
Harmony Em: i, v, v
7
, iv
7
, VII
7
, VII, iv, VI
M7
, ii
7
, VI, III, i
9
  
GM: I, iii
7
, IV
M7
, V
7
, I
9
 
Form Intro ABA coda 
 
“O Come, O Come, Emmanuel” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier 
arranges the original melody by Thomas Helmore into a blues style. Part A is in the key 
of E minor, and part B is in G minor. Intervals of sixth are often used in both right hand 
and left hands. Seventh and ninth chords are found and it ends with i
9
, and needs to be 
rolled. Syncopated rhythms are played with a steady walking bass. Note values utilized 
are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, 
mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Continuous pedal marking is indicated in this 
selection. 
Title O Little Town of Bethlehem 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4336-6, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4336-3/ 
#26139 
Level Intermediate/late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 3-5) 
Length 41 measures 
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Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony FM: I, I
7
, IV, bVI
7
, V
7
, V
+
, V, bVI
9
, VI
7
, #ii
o7
, III
7
, vi, vi
7
,  
GM: I, V, V
7
, VI
7
, ii, III, vi, IV, III
7
, #iv
o7
, I
7
 
Form Intro ABAA’B’ 
 
“O Little Town of Bethlehem” is written in 4/4 time and has ABAA’B’ form. 
Mier arranges the original melody by Lewis H. Redner into a rag music style. Part A is in 
F major and part B is in G major. This selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy 
predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one and three. In addition, single 
notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos accompanying a syncopated 
melody in the right hand. Descending and ascending half-step progressions are often 
found. Seventh, ninth chords, and bVI, are used for the colorful harmony. Intervals of 
sixths and a half-step slide are often found for the dissonant sound. It ends with fourth 
chords(G 6/9). Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted 
quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, 
mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4. 
 
Title Angels We Have Heard on High 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4337-4, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4337-0/ 
#26140 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Fast, with excitement 
Rhythm Steady, Syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony I, I
7
, V
9
, vi, ii
7
, V
7
, VI, ii, V, IV, vii
o
, vi
7
, iv, ii
ø7
, bVI
7
 
Form Intro ABA’ coda 
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“Angels We Have Heard on High” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA form. Mier 
arranges the traditional French melody into a jazz style. It is in the key of C major and a 
C Blues scale is found. Syncopation is predominantly used for the bass accompaniment, 
and intervals of eighths (octaves) are predominantly used in the bass line in part B. 
Dominant sevenths, extension of ninths and bVI7 are used for the rich, colorful harmony. 
A descending bass progression is found in the coda. Note values utilized are sixteenth 
notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half note, and 
whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal 
marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 34 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4337-4, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4337-0/ 
#26140 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately slow 
Rhythm Steady with walking bass 
Key G major 
Harmony I
M7
, ii
7
, iii
7
, IV
7
, V
7
,bii
o7
, biii
o7
,vi
7
, V, IV, I, iii, IV
M7
, III
7
, vi, V
9
, II, 
I
9
 
Form Intro AA’ coda 
 
“I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day” is written in 4/4 time and has AA’ form. 
Mier arranges the original melody by John Calkin into a blues style. It is in the key of G 
major, and seventh chords are often found. Intervals of seconds and sixths are used in this 
selection. G Blue notes are found, and a fourth chord (G 6/9) is used on the last chord. 
Meter changes (4/4- 2/4- 4/4) occur at the end of each part. Note values utilized are 
sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half 
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notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 
8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are ff, mf, mp, p, pp, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Continuous pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title I Saw Three Ships 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4337-4, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4337-0/ 
#26140 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 59 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key G major 
Harmony I, iii
7
, IV
9
, V
7
, vi, II
7
, ii
ø7
, ii
7
, I
M7
, iii, IV, bVI
9
, V
9
, bVI
7
  
Form Theme and variations 
 
“I Saw Three Ships” is written in 3/4 time and has the form of theme and 
variation. Mier arranges the traditional English carol into a jazz style. It is in the key of G 
major, and seventh chords, extension of ninths and bVI are used for the rich colorful 
harmony. Bass accompaniment styles are changed on each variation. Intervals of seconds 
and sixths are frequently used in this selection. Added sixths are often used on the tonic 
chord. A meter change (3/4- 4/4) occurs at measure 35. Note values utilized are eighth 
notes, quarter notes, a dotted quarter note, half notes, dotted half note, and whole notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated in this selection. 
Title Joy to the World 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4337-4, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4337-0/ 
#26140 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 28 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately 
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Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key G major 
Harmony I, I
7
, IV
7
, #iv
o7
, bVI, V, IV, ii, V
7
, III
7
, vi, #v
o7
 
Form Intro AB coda 
 
“Joy to the World” is written in 4/4 time and is in G major. Mier arranges the 
original melody by George F. Handel into a rag music style. This selection requires stride 
style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass notes on beats one and 
three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos 
accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. A descending half-step progression 
is found in the introduction. It is in the key of G major, and seventh chords and bVI are 
used for a colorful harmony. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted 
quarter notes, and half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 
and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title O Christmas Tree 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4337-4, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4337-0/ 
#26140 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Steady, swing, triplet 
Key G major 
Harmony I
M7
, ii
7
, iii
7
, IV
7
, V, III
7
, VI, V
7
, bVI
7
, I, vi, ii, III, III
9
, VI
7
, I
9
 
Form AB 
 
“O Christmas Tree” is written in 3/4 time and has AB form. Mier arranges the 
traditional melody into a jazz style. It is in the key of G major, and the G blues scale is 
found. Meter changes occurs in measure 16 (3/4- 4/4), 28 (4/4- 3/4), and 34 (3/4- 4/4). 
Martha Mier indicates in part B to show the blues swing rhythm. Triplets are 
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predominantly used in part B. Seventh chords, extension of ninths, bVI, and interval of 
sixths are used for the rich, colorful harmony. Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, 
eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half note. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated in this selection. 
Title Rise Up, Shepherd, and Follow 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4337-4, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4337-0/ 
#26140 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Spirited, with swing 
Rhythm Swing, triplet 
Key F major 
Harmony I, ii
7
, V
7
, I
9
, bIII
9
, ii
9
, V
7
, I, biv
7
, vi, ii, IV, V
9
, iii
7
, IV, vi
7
, IV
7
, V
11 
bVI
9
 
Form AB 
 
“Rise Up, Shepherd, and Follow” is written in 4/4 time and is in F major. Mier 
arranges the African/American spiritual melody into a jazz style. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
F major, and seventh chords, extensions of a ninth and eleventh, and borrowed chords are 
used for the colorful harmonies. A fourth chord (C 6/9) is used as the ending chord. 
Syncopation occurs along with a swing rhythm in this selection. Note values utilized are 
eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half note. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  
f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection.  
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Title Sing We Now of Christmas 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4337-4, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4337-0/ 
#26140 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 49 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slowly, with swing (♩=69) 
Rhythm Swing, Bouncy, triplets 
Key G minor 
Harmony i, iv
7
, V, VI
7
, V
7
, IV, ii
ø7
, V
9
, vi, i
11
, v
7
, bII
9
, V
+
, I
13
 
Form Intro AB coda 
 
“Sing We Now of Christmas” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. Mier 
arranges the traditional French Carol into a blues style. Mier indicates next to 
the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. She indicated specific metronome 
markings for each part; part A is ♩=69 with triplets, and part B is ♩=120 with fast bouncy 
rhythms. It is in the key of G minor, and seventh chords, augmented triads, extensions of 
ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth chords are used for the colorful harmonies. Grace notes 
and triplets are often used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, 
and dotted half note. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) 
are used. The dynamic indications used are mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal 
marking is indicated in this selection.  
Title What Child Is This?  
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-4337-4, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-4337-0/ 
#26140 
Level Late intermediate (UK Exam Grades 4-5) 
Length 44 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, gently 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key E minor 
Harmony Em: i, VII
7
, VII, v, VI
M7
, V7, V, i
9
  
GM:I ,vi
7
, vii, iii, IV
M7
, IV, III, vii 
Form Intro AB coda 
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“What Child Is This?” is written in 4/4 time and has AB form. Mier arranges the 
traditional English melody into a jazz style. Meter and key changes occur on part B (4/4- 
3/4, E minor- G major) and in the coda (3/4- 4/4, G major- E minor). Each part uses 
distinctive different bass accompaniments: Part A is with a quarter note on the down beat, 
followed by series of eighth notes with syncopated rhythms. Part B has a jazz waltz 
pattern. It is in the key of E minor, and seventh chords and extension of ninths are used. 
Rolled chords are frequently used. Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, eighth notes, 
quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half note, and whole notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are mf, mp, p, pp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is 
indicated in this selection. 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5. 
 
Title Away in a Manger 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7354-0, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-7354-4/ 
#36343 
Level Late intermediate/early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-7) 
Length 46 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Gently 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony I, vi, IV, ii
7
, V
7
, I
M7
, I
7
, V
9
, #ii
o7
, II
9
, V
M7
, II
M7
, III, ii, iii, IV, II
9
, 
♮ivo7,III7, II7, V9  
Form Intro ABA’B’ 
 
“Away in a Manger” is written in 3/4 time and has ABAB’ form. Mier arranges 
the original by John R. Murray into a jazz style. A meter change occurs in measure 22, 
which is a transition part to part A’. It is in the key of F major, and seventh chords and 
extension of ninths are often found. An augmented triad (V
+
) is used with the seventh 
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chord (V
7
). This selection ends with an F major seventh chord. Note values utilized are 
thirty second notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted 
half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 
and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are mf, mp, p, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Continuous pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title Deck the Halls 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7354-0, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-7354-4/ 
#36343 
Level Late intermediate/early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-7) 
Length 40 measures  
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, steady, triplet 
Key F major 
Harmony IV, I, V
7
, V
M7
, III
7
, vi, ii
7
, I
9
, II, iii
7
, II
7
, I
7
, bVI  
Form Intro ABA’ 
 
“Deck the Halls” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA’ form. Mier arranges the 
original melody by Welsh Carol into a jazz style. Boogie-woogie bass patterns are 
predominantly presented. It is in the key of F major, and a seventh chord, an extension of 
ninth, and added sixths are used for the colorful harmony. A descending bass line is 
found in the coda. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted 
half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 
and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, and crescendo. Pedal 
marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title Go Tell It on the Mountain 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7354-0, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-7354-4/ 
#36343 
Level Late intermediate/early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-7) 
Length 34 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately slow, with swing 
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Rhythm Swing, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony I, ii
7
, V
7
, bVI
9
, ii
9
, iii, IV
M7
, IV, II
9
, ii, IV
7
, VI, V
+
, II
7
, ii
9
, I
7
, bVI
7
, 
bII
9
 
Form Intro AA’A coda 
 
“Go Tell It on the Mountain” is written in 4/4 time and has AA’A form. Mier 
arranges the traditional spiritual song into a blues style. Mier indicates next 
to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of C major, and C 
blues notes are found. Seventh chords, extension of ninths, V augmented triad with a 
seventh chord, and added sixths are often used in this selection. A full chord slide is 
found in the introduction and coda, and fourth chords(Db 6/9 and C 6/9) are used at the 
end. Triplets are predominantly used along with swing rhythms. Note values utilized are 
eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, 
mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7354-0, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-7354-4/ 
#36343 
Level Late intermediate/early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-7) 
Length 52 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Joyfully 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation  
Key D minor 
Harmony i, v, VII, ii
7
, IV
7
, v
9
, III
M7
, i
7
, ii
9
, ii, III, iv, V
7
, VI, v
7
, VI
M7
, iv
7
, ii
ø7
, 
VII
7
, i
mM7
 
Form Intro ABA’B’ 
 
“God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA’B’ form. 
Mier arranges the traditional English melody into a jazz style. It is in the key of G major, 
and seventh chords and extension of ninths are often used. Continuous eighth note 
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arpeggios and syncopated rhythms are predominantly used in the left-hand bass 
accompaniment. This selection ends with a D minor major seventh chord. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half note, 
and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal 
marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title Hark! The Herald Angels Sing 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7354-0, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-7354-4/ 
#36343 
Level Late intermediate/early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-7) 
Length 34 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony I, V
7
, IV, ii
7
, IV
9
, vi, II
7
, vi
7
, V, VI
7
, ii, VI, I
7
, II
9
, iii
7
, II
7
 
Form Intro ABA’B’ coda 
 
“Hark! The Herald Angels Sing” is written in 4/4 time and has ABA’B’form. 
Mier arranges an original melody by Felix Mendelssohn into a jazz style. It is in the key 
of F major, and seventh chords and extension of ninths are found. A descending bass line 
and syncopations are used in this selection. Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, 
eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic 
and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic 
indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title O Come, All Ye Faithful 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7354-0, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-7354-4/ 
#36343 
Level Late intermediate/early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-7) 
Length 52 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, With a steady beat 
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Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony I, vi, ii, V
7
, V, IV, ii
7
, iv
7
, II, ii
9
, II
7
, III 
Form Intro ABA’B’ 
 
“O Come, All Ye Faithful” is written in 3/4 time and has ABA’B’ form. This 
selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass 
notes on beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four 
with staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand.  It is in the key of F 
major, and seventh chords and extension of the ninths are used for the colorful harmony. 
Syncopation is presented along with a steady bass line. Note values utilized are sixteenth 
notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and 
whole note. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. 
The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking 
is indicated in this selection. 
Title Toyland 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7354-0, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-7354-4/ 
#36343 
Level Late intermediate/early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-7) 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 3/4, Moderately, with swing  
Rhythm Swing, triplet 
Key F major 
Harmony I, I
7
, IV, ii
ø7
, IV
7
, V
7
, vi, iii
7
, ii
7
, vi
7
, ♮ivo7, bIVMm7, V+, VI7, VI, V9 
Form Intro ABAB’ 
 
“Toyland” is written in 3/4 time and has ABAB’ form. Mier arranges the original 
melody by Victor Herbert into a blues style. Mier indicates next to the tempo 
marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of F major, and F blue notes are 
found. Seventh chords, an extension of ninth, and added sixths are used for the colorful 
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harmony. Grace notes and triplets are often found. A V augmented triad is used with a 
seventh chord. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and dotted 
half note. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds,
 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. 
The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Continuous 
pedal marking is indicated in this selection. 
Title We Wish You a Merry Christmas 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-7354-0, ISBN -13: 978-0-7390-7354-4/ 
#36343 
Level Late intermediate/early advanced (UK Exam Grades 4-7) 
Length 50 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Cheerfully 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation  
Key G major 
Harmony I, IV, ii, V
7
, VI
7
, II
7
, bVI
7
, III, III
7
, vi, V, iii, VII, ii
7
, #v
o
  
Form Theme and variations 
 
“We Wish You a Merry Christmas” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of 
theme and variations. Mier arranges the traditional melody into a rag music style. This 
selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy predominant left-hand pattern of bass 
notes on beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four 
with staccatos accompanying a syncopated melody in the right hand. It is in the key of G 
major, and seventh chords and a diminished triad are found. Intervals of minor seconds 
are used for the chromatic sound in this selection. Note values utilized are sixteenth notes, 
eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in this 
selection. 
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Title Blackberry Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3202-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3202-2/ 
#21386 
Level Early intermediate 
Length 34 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Happily, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony #iv
o7
, I, V
7
, IV
7
, V, II7, I
7
, IV, vi
o7
 
Form D.S. al Coda 
 
“Blackberry Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has a D.S. al Coda form. This 
selection requires stride style, which is bouncy secondo, including single notes on beats 
one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos, 
which accompany a syncopated melody in the primo. It is in the key of C major, and 
dominant seventh chords in the secondo and series of semitones in primo are often used. 
This selection has four measures of introduction, which starts with #iv
o7 
chord, and has 
six measures of coda. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, 
dotted half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 
6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, crescendo and 
decrescendo . The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Bouncin’ Boogie 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3202-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3202-2/ 
#21386 
Level Early intermediate 
Length 34 measures  
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Bright and bouncy, with a solid beat 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, bouncy, steady 
Key C Major 
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Harmony I, IV, V, IV
7
, I
7
, bII 
Form ABC  
 
“Bouncin’ Boogie” is written in 4/4 time and is in ABC form. Bouncy rhythms 
with staccatos are predominantly used in both primo and secondo parts. A Boogie-
woogie bass line is presented. It is in the key of C major, and intervals of seconds and 
sixths are frequently used. A descending half-step progression leads to a V-bII-I cadence 
in the second ending. A fourth chord (C 6/9) is used for the last chord. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are ff, f, mf, mp, p, crescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Lazy Afternoon in Dallas 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3202-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3202-2/ 
#21386 
Level Early intermediate 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Lazy and unhurried 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony I, V
+
, v
7
, IV, #iv
o7
, VI, II
7
, ii
7
, vi, IV
7
, I
7
, I
+
, V
7
 
Form D. C. al Fine 
 
“Lazy Afternoon in Dallas” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of D. C. al 
Fine. Mier indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing 
rhythm. A walking bass is presented along with the shuffle rhythm melodies. It is in the 
key of C major, and seventh chords and augmented triads are found in this selection. A 
series of semitones are presented for the chromatic sound. Blue notes (Eb and Bb) are 
found in both primo and secondo parts. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 
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3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, 
crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title San Francisco Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3202-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3202-2/ 
#21386 
Level Early intermediate 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Easy, relaxed tempo 
Rhythm Steady 
Key C major 
Harmony iii
7
, bIII
7
, ii, V, I
7
, ii
7
, iii
7
 iv
7
, IV
M7
, ii
ø7
, V
7
, IV, II, iv
o7
 
Form Intro ABA 
 
“San Francisco Blues” is written in 4/4 time and is in ABA form. The melody in 
part A is in primo, and part B is in secondo. This selection starts with the full chord slides 
in the four measures of the introduction, and these techniques often occur in the secondo 
part. It is in the key of C major, and seventh chords are often used. Note values utilized 
are quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  
f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Continuous pedal marking is indicated 
throughout the secondo.  
Title Straw Hat Strut 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3202-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3202-2/ 
#21386 
Level Early intermediate 
Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderate blues swing 
Rhythm Steady, swing, syncopation 
Key A minor 
Harmony iv, i, V,VI7, V
7
 
Form Intro ABA 
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“Straw Hat Strut” is written in 4/4 time and is in ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. A walking bass 
is presented along with the shuffle rhythm melodies. It is in the key of A minor, and i-iv-
V chords are predominantly used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic 
intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, 
mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Teasing Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 1/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3202-X, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3202-2/ 
#21386 
Level Early intermediate 
Length 28 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation 
Key F major 
Harmony IV, ♮ivo7, I, VI, V7, II, III, iii, IV+, VI7,  ii7 
Form D. S. al Fine 
 
“Teasing Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of D. S. al Fine. This 
selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy accompaniment, including single notes 
on beats one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with 
staccatos, which accompany a syncopated melody. It is in the key of F major, and seventh 
chords and an augmented triad are used in this selection. Series of semitones are often 
found. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, a dotted quarter note, half 
notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 
8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, mp, crescendo and decrescendo. 
The pedal is not used in this selection. 
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Title Country Ragtime 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3203-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3203-9 
#21387 
Level Intermediate 
Length 28 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key G major 
Harmony GM: #iv
o7
, I, V
7
, IV
7
, II
7
, V, ii
7
, VI
7
   
CM: I, IV, V, I, bVI
7
, VI
7
, ii, V
7
, II
7
 
Form D. S. al Fine 
 
“Country Ragtime” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of D. S. al Fine. This 
selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy secondo, including single notes on beats 
one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos, 
which accompany a syncopated melody in the primo. It is in the key of G major, and 
starts with four measures of introduction which starts with a #iv
o7
 chord. A key change 
occurs in the part B including grace notes to enhance the syncopated rhythms. Note 
values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes, and whole 
notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used 
in this selection. 
Title Fancy Dancin’ 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3203-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3203-9 
#21387 
Level Intermediate 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast swing 
Rhythm Swing, triplet 
Key F major 
Harmony I, ii, II
9
, V7, ii
7
, IV, ♮ivo7, V7, IV, VI9, bVI, vi7 
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Form D. S. al Coda 
 
“San Francisco Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of D. S. al Coda. 
Mier indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. 
Triplets and syncopated rhythms are primarily used in the melody in the primo, while 
playing steady bouncy rhythms in the secondo. It is in the key of F major, and seventh 
and ninth chords are often used. Blue notes are found in this selection. Note values 
utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are  f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in the last 
measure of the secondo.  
Title Fifth Avenue Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3203-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3203-9 
#21387 
Level Intermediate 
Length 24 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Soulfully, with expression 
Rhythm Blues swing, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony I, bVI
7
, V
7
, IV, #iv
o7
, VI
7
, ii
7
, bVI
7, 
bVI
9
, V
+
, ii, I
7
 
Form D. S. al Coda 
 
“Fifth Avenue Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of D. S. al Coda. 
Mier indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. 
Triplets and grace notes are often used in the melody. It is in the key of C major. Seventh, 
ninth chords, augmented triads, and borrowed chords are found in the colorful harmonies. 
Blues notes are used in this selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
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and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in introduction and coda of the secondo.  
Title Saxophone Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3203-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3203-9 
#21387 
Level Intermediate 
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Smoothly, unhurried 
Rhythm Blues swing, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony iii
7
, biii
7
, ii
7
, V
7
, I
M7
, V, III
7
, vi, I, #iv
ø7
, bVI, bVI
7
, #iv
o7
, VI, IV
M7
, 
vi, I
M7
 
Form D. S. al Coda 
 
“Fifth Avenue Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of D. S. al Coda. 
Mier indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It 
is in the key of C major, and starts with a descending progression, iii
7
-biii
7
-ii
7
-V
7
. 
Seventh chords and borrowed chords are frequently used, and it ends with a major 
seventh chord. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half 
notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 
8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  f, mf, mp, p, pp, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in the secondo part.  
Title Skateboard Boogie 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3203-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3203-9 
#21387 
Level Intermediate 
Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Lively, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Steady, boogie-woogie 
Key C major 
Harmony I, IV
7
, V, IV, I
7
, II
7
 
Form D. C. al Coda 
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“Skateboard Boogie” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of D. C. al Coda. 
Boogie-woogie patterns are used in the secondo part, and steady bouncy rhythms with 
staccatos and syncopated rhythms are predominantly used in both the primo and secondo 
parts. It is in the key of C major, and I, IV, and V chords are predominantly used in this 
selection. A descending half-step progression and fourth chords ending is found in the 
coda. Blue notes are used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, 
and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and  decrescendo. The 
pedal is indicated in the last three measures of the secondo part.  
Title Suwannee River Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 2/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3203-8, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3203-9 
#21387 
Level Intermediate 
Length 28 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderate swing tempo 
Rhythm Swing, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony vi
7
, bVI
7
, VI
9
, ii
7
, V
7
, I
M7
, IV
M7
, vii
ø7
, ii
7
, #ii
o7
, VI
7
, V
+
, #II 
Form D. C. al Coda 
 
“Suwannee River Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of D. C. al Coda. 
Mier indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It 
is in the key of C major, and seventh chords and an extension of ninths are found. An 
ascending half-step progression is often used in this selection. Blue notes and syncopated 
rhythms are used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted 
half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 
and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in the secondo part.  
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Title Downtown Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3428-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3428-6/ 
#22454 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 30 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, with a slow, bluesy swing 
Rhythm Blues swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key F major 
Harmony I, IV
9
, IV
7
, I
7
, ii
7
, bVI
7
, vi
7
, IV, ♮ivo7, V7, IV7, IV, ♮iv7, I7, IV9, 
bII
9
 
Form ABA  
 
“Downtown Blues” is written in 4/4 time and is in ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
F major, and it starts with a I chord with an added sixth. Seventh chords and an extension 
of the ninth is found in this selection. An F blues scale is used. A full chord slide occurs 
followed by fourth chord (F 6/9). Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, 
dotted quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 
3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  ff, f, mf, mp, p, 
pp, crescendo and decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in the secondo part.  
Title Easy Street Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3428-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3428-6/ 
#22454 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 26 measures  
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slow, in a lazy manner 
Rhythm Swing, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony I, IV, ii, V
7
, vi
7
, bIV
9
, IV
7
, bIII, #iv
o7
, VI, ii
7
, VI
9
 
Form ABA 
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“Easy Street Blues” is written in 4/4 time and is in ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
C major, and I and IV harmony patterns are predominantly used. Seventh chords and 
extension of the ninth are found in this selection. Grace notes and triplets are often used 
in the melody. A C blues scale is used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 
5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  f, mf, mp, p, pp, 
crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection.   
Title I’ll Wait for You 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3428-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3428-6/ 
#22454 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 33 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Smoothly, unhurried 
Rhythm Steady, syncopation, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony iii
7
, biii
7
, ii
7
, V
+
, I, iv
9
, vi
7
, I
7
, bVI
7
, V, #iv
7
, VI
7
, II
9
, III
7
, vi, ii, 
II
7
, bVI
9
, V
9
, iv, IV
7
 
Form ABA 
  
“I’ll Wait for You” is written in 4/4 time and is in ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
C major, and starts with a iii
7
 followed by a full chord slide. Triplets are frequently used 
for the melody. Seventh and ninth chords are found in this selection. A  
C blues scale is used. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes 
dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 
7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, mp,p, pp, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in the secondo part. 
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Title Louisiana Strut 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3428-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3428-6/ 
#22454 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 30 measures  
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately  
Rhythm Steady, Swing, triplet 
Key F Major 
Harmony I, IV
7
, bVII
9
, V
7
, ii
7
, I
M7
, IV, iv
7
, V
9
, VI, ii
7
, V
+M7
, V
+
, iv
o7
, II
9
 
Form ABA 
 
“Bouncin’ Boogie” is written in 4/4 time and is in ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
F major, and seventh chords and an extension of ninths are often used. A descending and 
ascending bass line is found at the end, and this selection ends with a fourth chord (F 6/9). 
Grace notes and triplets are used in the melody line. Note values utilized are eighth notes, 
quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and 
melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications 
used are ff, f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this 
selection. 
Title Pepperoni Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3428-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3428-6/ 
#22454 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 40 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key G major 
Harmony I, I
7
, IV, bVI
7
, V
7
, III
7
, vi, VI, ii, II
7
, V, VII, iii, II 
Form D.S al Coda 
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“Pepperoni Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of D.S al Coda. This 
selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy secondo, including single notes on beats 
one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos, 
which accompany a syncopated melody. It is in the key of G major, and seventh chords 
are often found. Series of semitones are used as a passing tone. Note values utilized are 
eighth notes, quarter notes, and half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 
5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo 
and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Renaissance Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 3/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3428-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3428-6/ 
#22454 
Level Intermediate to late intermediate 
Length 29 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Lively, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key D major 
Harmony IV, I, V
7
, II, I
7
, bVI
7
, IV
7
, vi, II
7
, III
7
, #iv
o7
, VI
7
, ii
7
 
Form Intro AB 
 
“Renaissance Rag” is written in 4/4 time and is in AB form. This selection 
requires stride style, which is a bouncy secondo, including single notes on beats one and 
three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos, which 
accompany a syncopated melody. It is in the key of D major, and seventh chords are 
often found. Series of semitones are used as a passing tone. Note values utilized are 
eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, a dotted half note, and whole 
notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, and crescendo. The pedal is not used in this 
selection. 
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Title Jazz Alive 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3429-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3429-3/ 
#22455 
Level Early advanced  
Length 36 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, With an upbeat, jazz feel 
Rhythm Syncopation, triplet 
Key C minor 
Harmony i, i
7
, vi
o7
, V
7
, VI
7
, iv
7
, VII
7
, III
M7
, vi
9
, iv, VII
+
, iv
9
, V
M7
, II
7
 
Form Intro ABA 
 
“Jazz Alive” is written in 4/4 time and is in ABA form. This selection is in the 
key of C minor, and added sixth chords are often used on the tonic chord. Sevenths and 
ninths are often found. A C blues scale is used. Grace notes, triplets, and tremolo are 
notated. This selection ends with a I major seventh chord. Note values utilized are 
sixteenth notes, eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half notes, dotted half 
notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 
8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and 
decrescendo. Pedal marking is indicated in the secondo part. 
Title Jazz Walk 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3429-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3429-3/ 
#22455 
Level Early advanced 
Length 40 measures  
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderate swing tempo 
Rhythm Steady, swing, triplet 
Key D minor 
Harmony i, iv
7
, V
7
, i
7
, vi
o7
, i
7
, iv, VI
M7
, bv
o7
, VII
+
, vi
7
, VI 
Form Intro AB coda 
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“Jazz Walk” is written in 4/4 time and is in AB form. A main theme in part A is 
introduced in the introduction at the beginning. Mier indicates next to the 
tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of D minor, and seventh 
chords and augmented triads are used. Blue notes, syncopated rhythms, and triplets are 
found in this selection. It ends with a fourth chord (D-6/9). Note values utilized are 
sixteenth notes, eighth notes, dotted eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, half 
notes, and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 
8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. 
Pedal marking is indicated in the secondo part. 
Title Nice’n Easy Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3429-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3429-3/ 
#22455 
Level Early advanced 
Length 32 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slow, unhurried 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation 
Key Eb major 
Harmony I, ii, IV
7
, V
7
, vi
7
, III
7
, bVII
7
, II
9
, iii, ii, vi, iii
7
, vi, II, V, VI
7
, II
7
  
Form Intro ABA 
 
“Nice’n Easy Blues” is written in 4/4 time and is in ABA form. Mier indicates 
next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in the key of 
Eb major, and seventh chords and extension of ninths are found in this selection. Series 
of semitones are presented for the chromatic sound. A sixth is added on the last tonic 
chord. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, and whole notes. 
Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. Continuous pedal 
marking is indicated throughout the secondo part. 
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Title Ramblin’ Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 4/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-3429-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-3429-3/ 
#22455 
Level Early advanced 
Length 40 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Lively, with a steady beat 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key G major 
Harmony GM: I, I
7
, IV, bVI
7
, V
7
, ii
7
, II
7
, III
7
, ii
ø7
, IV
7
 
CM: I, IV, bVI
7
, V
7
, II
7
, vi, I
7
, #iv
o7
, VI
7
, ii
7
 
Form D.S al Coda 
 
“Ramblin’ Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of D.S al Coda. This 
selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy secondo, including single notes on beats 
one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos, 
which accompany a syncopated melody. It is in the key of G major, and a key change 
occurs on measure 21 to C major. Seventh chords are often found. A II
7
-V
7
-I chord 
progression is used in the coda. Note values utilized are quarter notes, half notes, dotted 
half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 
and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are  ff, f, mf, mp, crescendo and 
decrescendo. The pedal is indicated on measure 32 to emphasis a #iv
o7
 chord.  
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 5. 
 
Title Melancholy Blues 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalogue # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8470-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8470-0/ 
#38829 
Level Early advanced 
Length 20 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Slowly 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key A minor 
Harmony Am: i, VI, #iv
ø7
, IV
7
, V
7
, VI
M7
, IV
9 
CM: ii, V
7
, I, iii, ii
7
, iii
7
, IV, vi, III
7
 
Form D.S. al Coda 
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“Melancholy Blues” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of D. C. al Fine. Mier 
indicates next to the tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. It is in 
the key of A minor, and the key change to C major occurs on measure 13. Seventh chords 
and an extension of a ninth are found. Grace notes and triplets are frequently used in this 
selection. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes 
and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are 
used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. 
Continuous pedal marking is indicated throughout the secondo part.  
Title Pretentious Jazz 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8470-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8470-0/ 
#38829 
Level Early advanced 
Length 35 measures  
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Fast swing 
Rhythm Boogie-woogie, bouncy, swing, triplet 
Key F Major 
Harmony I, V
+
, II
7
, V
7
, I
7
, ii
7
, biii
o7
, IV, ♮iv7, VI7, II9, I7, bII7 
Form Intro ABA coda  
 
“Pretentious Jazz” is written in 4/4 time and is in ABA form. A Boogie-woogie 
bass style is presented in the introduction. Mier indicates next to the tempo 
marking to show the blues swing rhythm. Bouncy rhythms with staccatos are 
predominantly used in the secondo part. It is in the key of F major, and added sixth 
chords are used in this selection. A descending half-step progression is found in the coda. 
This selection ends with a V
+
- I progression. Note values utilized are eighth notes, quarter 
notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 
3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are ff, f, mf, mp, p, 
crescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
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Title Rambunctious Rag 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred Catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8470-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8470-0/ 
#38829 
Level Early advanced 
Length 56 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately 
Rhythm Bouncy, steady, syncopation 
Key C major 
Harmony CM: I, IV, V, II
7
, V
7
, I
7
, #iv
o7
, bVII, VI
7
, ii, III, vi, III
7
 
FM: I, IV
7
, II, ii
ø7
, I
7
, II
7
, V
7
, IV, ♮iv7, VI9, ii7  
Form D. C. al Fine 
 
“Rambunctious Rag” is written in 4/4 time and has the form of D.C. al Fine. This 
selection requires stride style, which is a bouncy secondo, including single notes on beats 
one and three. In addition, single notes or chords are on beats two and four with staccatos, 
which accompany a syncopated melody in the primo part. It is in the key of C major, and 
the key change to F major occurs in measure 41. Seventh chords, an extension of ninth 
and added sixth chords are also found in this selection. Note values utilized are eighth 
notes, quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals 
(2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The dynamic indications used are f, mf, mp, 
p, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not used in this selection. 
Title Walkin’ Cool 
Collection/ 
ISBN/ 
Alfred catalog # 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 5/ 
ISBN-10: 0-7390-8470-4, ISBN-13: 978-0-7390-8470-0/ 
#38829 
Level Early advanced 
Length 44 measures 
Meter/Tempo 4/4, Moderately fast 
Rhythm Swing, syncopation, triplet 
Key C major 
Harmony I, i, I
7
, IV, iv, V
+
, V
7
, bVI
7
, VI
7
, III
7
, ii, biii
o7
, ii
7
 
Form Intro ABC 
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“Walkin’ Cool” is written in 4/4 time and is inABC form. This selection starts 
with a bass line, which is using a C blues scale. Mier indicates next to the 
tempo marking to show the blues swing rhythm. Steady walking bass and bouncy 
rhythms with staccatos are predominantly used in this selection. It is in the key of C 
major, and seventh chords, augmented triad, and added sixth chords are found. Note 
values utilized are eighth notes, quarter notes, half notes, dotted half notes and whole 
notes. Harmonic and melodic intervals (2
nds
, 3
rds
, 4
ths
, 5
ths
, 6
ths
, 7
ths
 and 8
ths
) are used. The 
dynamic indications used are  f, mf, mp, p, crescendo and decrescendo. The pedal is not 
used in this selection.
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Martha Mier was born in 1936, and has published educational piano music 
through Alfred Publishing Company since 1989. She has composed numerous 
educational piano works including her famous Jazz, Rags & Blues and the Romantic 
Impressions series. She is also a co-author of Alfred’s Premier Piano Course. Up to this 
date along with other educational works, she has composed four series of educational 
pieces incorporating jazz, rags, and blues elements:  
- Jazz, Rags & Blues book 1 published in January 1, 1993, late elementary to 
early intermediate   
- Jazz, Rags & Blues book 2 published in January 1, 1993, early intermediate to 
intermediate  
- Jazz, Rags & Blues book 3 published in July 1, 1996, intermediate to late 
intermediate 
- Jazz, Rags & Blues book 4 published in October 1, 1998, late intermediate 
- Jazz, Rags & Blues book 5 published in March 1, 2009, late intermediate to 
early advanced 
 
- Classical Jazz, Rags, & Blues book 1 published in December 1, 2007, early 
intermediate 
- Classical Jazz, Rags, & Blues book 2 published in December 1, 2007, 
intermediate 
- Classical Jazz, Rags, & Blues book 3 published in October 1, 2008, intermediate 
to late intermediate 
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- Classical Jazz, Rags, & Blues book 4 published in October 1, 2008, late 
intermediate 
- Classical Jazz, Rags, & Blues book 5 published in April 1, 2012, late 
intermediate to early advanced 
 
- Christmas Jazz, Rags, & Blues book 1 published in August 1, 2005, late 
elementary to early intermediate 
- Christmas Jazz, Rags, & Blues book 2 published in August 1, 2004, intermediate 
- Christmas Jazz, Rags, & Blues book 3 published in August 1, 2006, intermediate 
to late intermediate 
- Christmas Jazz, Rags, & Blues book 4 published in August 1, 2006, late 
intermediate 
- Christmas Jazz, Rags, & Blues book 5 published in August 1, 2010, late 
intermediate to early advanced 
 
- Jazz, Rags, & Blues for Two book 1 published in February 1, 2003, early 
intermediate  
- Jazz, Rags, & Blues for Two book 2 published in February 1, 2003, intermediate  
- Jazz, Rags, & Blues for Two book 3 published in December 1, 2003, 
intermediate to late intermediate 
- Jazz, Rags, & Blues for Two book 4 published in December 1, 2003, late 
intermediate to early advanced  
- Jazz, Rags, & Blues for Two book 5 published in October 1, 2011, early 
advanced 
Chapter 5 contains summary charts for each book. The charts are organized by 
separating pieces into jazz, ragtime, or blues styles. Each chart is followed by a summary 
of skills found in each book, organized by harmony, key signature, meter signature, 
rhythm notation, rhythmic style, and other stylistic elements. Also included are 
availability of recordings, midi disks, and suggestions for incorporation with Alfred’s 
Premier Piano Course instructional method. 
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Jazz, Rags & Blues 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Hallelujah (p.8) 
Just Struttin’ Along (p.2) 
A Neat Beat (p.21) 
Sneaky Business (p. 16) 
Surfboard Boogie (p.12) 
Downright Happy Rag 
(p.18) 
Ragtime Do-si-do (p.6) 
Don't’ Wanna’ Leave You 
Blues (p.4) 
Ol’ Rockin’ Chair Blues 
(p.10) 
Seventh Street Blues (p.14) 
 
Book 1 includes 10 original pieces for late elementary to early intermediate 
pianist which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 1 can be 
incorporated with Alfred Premier Piano Course level 2B and 3.  
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, A minor, D minor 
- Meter: 4/4 
- Music notation: eighth note, quarter note, half note 
- Rhythm: straight steady rhythm, swing 
- Stylistic element: blues, blues swing, boogie-woogie, syncopation, walking bass 
- Recording: CD is available which performed by Kim O’Reilly, 
General MIDI file is available which includes a full piano recording and 
background accompaniment. 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Beach Buggy Boogie 
(p.14) 
Red Rose Rendezvous 
(p.10) 
Slippin’ Around (p.4) 
Jelly Bean Rag (p.22) 
Wild Honeysuckle Rag 
(p.7) 
Clarinet Blues (p.2) 
Lazy Days (p.20) 
Misty Night Blues (p.17) 
 
Book 2 includes 8 original pieces for early intermediate to intermediate pianist 
which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 2 can be incorporated with 
Alfred Premier Piano Course level 3.  
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- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, A minor, G major, F major, D minor 
- Meter: 3/4, 4/4  
- Music notation: eighth note, quarter note, half note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing 
- Stylistic element: blues, blues swing, boogie-woogie, jazz waltz, syncopation, 
swing 
- Recording: CD is available which performed by Kim O’Reilly, 
General MIDI file is available which includes a full piano recording and 
background accompaniment. 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Low C Boogie (p.18) 
Persistent Rhythm (p.2) 
Waterfront Jazz (p.21) 
What a Glorious Day! 
(p.24) 
Dandelion Rag (p.14) 
Pine Cone Rag (p.6) 
 
Fickle Fourths (p.4) 
Railroad Street Blues 
(p.16) 
Talking It Easy (p.9) 
Worrisome Blues (p.12) 
 
Book 3 includes 10 original pieces for intermediate to late intermediate pianist 
which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 3 can be incorporated with 
Alfred Premier Piano Course level 4. 
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, A minor, G major, E minor, D minor, C minor 
- Meter: 4/4 
- Music notation: sixteenth note, eighth note, quarter note, half note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, boogie-woogie, stride piano, syncopation 
- Recording: CD is available which performed by Kim O’Reilly, 
General MIDI file is available which includes a full piano recording and 
background accompaniment. 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Grandview Boulevard Strut 
(p.12) 
Katy’s Dance (p.2) 
Mr. Trumpet Man (p. 10) 
Good Time Rag (p.17) 
Steamboat Rag (p.4) 
Birmingham Blues (p.22) 
Jackson Street Blues (p.20) 
Last Chance Blues (p.7) 
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Tuxedo Jazz (p.14)   
 
Book 4 includes 9 original pieces for late intermediate pianist which consists of 
musical elements as indicated below. Book 4 can be incorporated with Alfred Premier 
Piano Course level 5. 
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, G major, E minor, F major, C minor 
- Meter: 4/4 
- Music notation: eighth note, quarter note, half note, dotted half note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, stride piano, syncopation 
- Recording: CD is available which performed by Scott Price, 
General MIDI file is available which includes a full piano recording and 
background accompaniment.  
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Jazz Finale (p.21) 
Opening Night Jazz (p.2) 
Steamboat Jazz (p.11) 
Hot Potato Rag (p.8) 
Persnickety Rag (p.16) 
Blue Interlude (p.18) 
Memphis Blues (p.5) 
River City Blues (p.14) 
 
Book 5 includes 8 original pieces for late intermediate to early advanced pianist 
which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 5 can be incorporated with 
Alfred Premier Piano Course level 6. 
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, G major, F major, G minor, Eb major  
- Meter: 4/4 
- Music notation: sixteenth note, eighth note, quarter note, half note, dotted half 
note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, stride piano, syncopation 
- Recording: CD is available which performed by Scott Price, 
General MIDI file is available which includes a full piano recording and 
background accompaniment.  
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Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues 
 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Italian Jazz (p.4) 
Jazz Etude (p.19) 
Jazzy German Dance 
(p.14) 
Jazzy Spanish Song (p.10) 
Lullaby Jazz (p.22) 
Minuet in Jazz (p.12) 
Ragtime Can-Can (p.16) 
Ragtime Prelude (p.6) 
Blues for Dolorés (p.8) 
Blues March (p.2) 
 
Book 1 includes 10 classical melodies arranged in jazz Styles for early 
intermediate pianists which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 1 can 
be incorporated with Alfred Premier Piano Course level 3. 
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, A minor, G major, E minor, F major, D minor, D major 
- Meter: 3/4, 4/4 
- Music notation: eighth note, quarter note, half note, dotted half note, whole note  
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, jazz waltz, stride piano, syncopation 
- Recording: This book is not recorded.  
 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Hungarian Jazz Dance 
(p.7) 
Jazz Solo (p.16) 
Solfegietto Jazz (p.18) 
 
The Ragtime Farmer (p.14) 
Ragtime for Elise (p.10) 
Ragtime Minuet (p.2) 
Santa Lucia Rag (p.4) 
June Blues (p.22) 
Venetian Blues (p.12) 
 
Book 2 includes 9 classical melodies arranged in jazz styles for early intermediate 
pianists which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 2 can be 
incorporated with Alfred Premier Piano Course level 3. 
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- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, A minor, F major,  G minor, C minor 
- Meter: 3/4, 4/4 
- Music notation: sixteenth note, eighth note, quarter note, half note, dotted half 
note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, syncopation 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Austrian Jazz Dance (p.18) 
The Jazzy Mountain King 
(p.6) 
Parisian Jazz (p.10) 
Cool Etude (p.8) 
Ragtime in Baroque Style 
(p.13) 
Ragtime Symphony (p.22) 
Rockin’ Russian Song (p.2) 
Blue Rhapsody (p.20) 
Bluesy Etude (p.16) 
Russian Blues (p.4) 
 
Book 3 includes 10 classical melodies arranged in jazz styles for early 
intermediate pianists which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 3 can 
be incorporated with Alfred Premier Piano Course level 4. 
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, A minor, G major, E minor, D minor, G minor 
- Meter: 3/4, 4/4 
- Music notation: sixteenth note, eighth note, quarter note, half note, dotted half 
note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, boogie-woogie, stride piano, syncopation, 
walking bass 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Jazz in A Minor (p.18) 
Sheherazade Jazz (p.12) 
Ecossaise Rag (p.16) 
German Dance Rag (p.6) 
Ragtime Sonatina (p.22) 
Bagatelle Swing (p.10) 
Lullaby in Blue (p.2) 
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Book 4 includes 7 classical melodies arranged in jazz styles for early intermediate 
pianists which introduce consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 4 can be 
incorporated with Alfred Premier Piano Course level 5. 
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, A minor, G major, Bb major 
- Meter: 3/4, 2/4, 4/4 
- Music notation: sixteenth note, eighth note, quarter note, half note, dotted half 
note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, boogie-woogie, jazz waltz, stride piano, 
syncopation 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Jazzy French Song (p.14) 
Jazzy Sonata  (p.11) 
Traumerei Dreams (p.18) 
 
Ragtime Can-Can (p.16) 
Ragtime Prelude (p.6) 
Ragtime Penny (p.8) 
Ragtime Surprise (p.2) 
Boogie for Elise (p.20) 
Habanera Boogie (p.5) 
Lively Sonatina (p.16) 
Perky Turkish March 
(p.22) 
 
Book 5 includes 9 classical melodies arranged in jazz styles for late intermediate 
to early advanced pianists which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 5 
can be incorporated with Alfred Premier Piano Course level 6. 
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, A minor, G major, F major, D minor, G minor, A major 
- Meter: 3/4, 2/4, 4/4 
- Music notation: sixteenth note, eighth note, quarter note, half note, dotted half 
note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, boogie-woogie, jazz waltz, stride piano, 
syncopation 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
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Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues 
 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 1.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Away in a Manger (p.8) 
God Rest Ye Merry, 
Gentlemen (p.20) 
Jingle Bells (p.22) 
Jolly Old Saint Nicholas 
(p.14) 
Joy to the World (p.2) 
Up on the Housetop (p.10) 
We Three Kings of Orient 
Are (p.12) 
Fum, Fum, Fum (p.16) 
Good King Wenceslas 
(p.4) 
Deck the Halls (p.6) 
Toyland (p.18) 
 
Book 1 includes 11 jazz piano arrangements of favorite carols for late elementary to 
early intermediate pianists which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 
1 can be incorporated with Alfred Premier Piano Course level 3. Book 1 can be 
incorporated with Alfred Premier Piano Course level 2B and 3. 
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, A minor, G major, E minor, F major 
- Meter: 3/4, 4/4 
- Music notation: eighth note, quarter note, dotted quarter note, half note, dotted 
half note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, boogie-woogie, stride piano, syncopation 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 2.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Christmas Medley (p.21) 
The First Noel (p.4) 
Jolly Old Saint Nicholas 
(p.12) 
Silent Night (p.15) 
We Three Kings of Orient 
Are (p.9) 
Jingle Bells (p.6) 
We Wish You a Merry 
Christmas (p.18) 
Go Tell It on the Mountain 
(p. 2) 
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Book 2 includes 8 jazz piano arrangements of favorite carols for intermediate 
pianists which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 2 can be 
incorporated with Alfred Premier Piano Course level 3.  
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, G major, E minor, F major 
- Meter: 3/4, 4/4 
- Music notation: sixteenth note, eighth note, quarter note, dotted quarter note, half 
note, dotted half note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, boogie-woogie, stride piano, syncopation 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 3.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Bring a Torch, Jeannette, 
Isabella (p.11) 
Good Christian Men, 
Rejoice (p. 8) 
The Holly and the Ivy (p.2) 
O Come, All Ye Faithful 
(p.16) 
He is Born, The Divine 
Christ Child (p. 6) 
O Little Town of 
Bethlehem (p.22) 
I Wonder as I Wanders 
(p.20) 
It Came Upon the 
Midnight Clear (p.4) 
O Come, O Come, 
Emmanuel (p.14) 
 
Book 3 includes 9 jazz piano arrangements of favorite carols for intermediate to 
late intermediate pianists which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 3 
can be incorporated with Alfred Premier Piano Course level 4.  
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: A minor, G major, E minor, F major, Bb major 
- Meter: 3/4, 4/4, 6/8 
- Music notation: sixteenth note, eighth note, quarter note, dotted quarter note, half 
note, dotted half note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, stride piano, syncopation 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
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Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 4.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Angels We Have Heard on 
High (p. 5) 
I Saw Three Ships (p.12) 
O Christmas Tree (p. 18) 
Rise Up, Shepherd and 
Follow (p.10) 
What Child Is This? (p. 2) 
Joy to the World (p.16) I Heard the  Bells on 
Christmas Day (p. 8) 
Sing We Now of Christmas 
(p. 21) 
 
Book 4 includes 8 jazz piano arrangements of favorite carols for late intermediate 
pianists which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 4 can be 
incorporated with Alfred Premier Piano Course level 5.  
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, G major, E minor, F major, G minor 
- Meter: 3/4, 4/4, 2/4 
- Music notation: sixteenth note, eighth note, quarter note, dotted quarter note, half 
note, dotted half note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, syncopation, walking bass 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
 
Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues Book 5.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Away in a Manger (p.10) 
Deck the Hall (p. 13) 
God Rest Ye Merry, 
Gentlemen (p. 2) 
Hark! The Herald Angels 
Sing (p. 22) 
O Come, All Ye Faithful  
(p. 19) 
We Wish You a Merry 
Christmas (p. 5) 
Go Tell It on the Mountain 
(p.16) 
Toyland (p. 8) 
 
Book 5 includes 8 jazz piano arrangements of favorite carols for late intermediate 
to early advanced pianists which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 5 
can be incorporated with Alfred Premier Piano Course level 6. 
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- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, G major, F major, D minor 
- Meter: 3/4, 4/4 
- Music notation: sixteenth note, eighth note, quarter note, dotted quart note, half 
note, dotted half note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, boogie-woogie, stride piano, syncopation 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 1.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Bouncin’ Boogie (p. 22) 
Straw Hat Strut (p. 2) 
Blackberry Rag (p. 14) 
Teasing Rag (p. 6) 
Lazy Afternoon in Dallas  
(p. 10) 
San Francisco Blues (p. 18) 
 
Book 1 includes 6 original duets for early intermediate pianists which consists of 
musical elements as indicated below. Book 1 can be incorporated with Alfred Premier 
Piano Course level 3 and 4.  
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, A minor, F major 
- Meter: 4/4 
- Music notation: eighth note, quarter note, dotted quarter note, half note, dotted 
half note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, boogie-woogie, stride piano, syncopation 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 2.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Fancy Dancin’ (p.18) 
Skateboard Boogie (p. 10) 
Country Ragtime (p. 2) Fifth Avenue Blues (p. 22) 
Saxophone Blues (p. 6) 
Suwannee River Blues  
(p. 14) 
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Book 2 includes 6 original duets for intermediate pianists which consists of 
musical elements as indicated below. Book 2 can be incorporated with Alfred Premier 
Piano Course level 4. 
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, G major, F major 
- Meter: 4/4 
- Music notation: eighth note, quarter  note, half note, dotted half note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, boogie-woogie, stride piano, syncopations 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 3.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
I’ll Wait for You (p. 22) 
Louisiana Strut (p. 2) 
Pepperoni Rag  (p. 14) 
Renaissance Rag (p. 6) 
Downtown Blues (p. 10) 
Easy Street Blues (p. 18) 
 
Book 3 includes 6 original duets for intermediate to late intermediate pianists 
which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 3 can be incorporated with 
Alfred Premier Piano Course level 4 and 5. 
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, G major, F major, D major 
- Meter: 4/4 
- Music notation: eighth note, quarter note, dotted quarter note, half note, dotted 
half note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, syncopation 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 4.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Jazz Alive (p. 18) 
Jazz Walk (p. 2) 
Ramblin’ Rag (p. 6) Nice ‘n Easy Blues (p. 12) 
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Book 4 includes 4 original duets for late intermediate early advanced pianists 
which consists of musical elements as indicated below. Book 4 can be incorporated with 
Alfred Premier Piano Course level 5. 
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: G major, D minor, Eb major, C minor 
- Meter: 4/4 
- Music notation: sixteenth note, eighth note, quarter note, dotted quarte note, half 
note, dotted half note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, stride piano, syncopation 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
 
Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two Book 5.  
 
Jazz Rags Blues 
Pretentious Jazz (p. 14) 
Walkin’ Cool (p. 8) 
Rambunctious Rag (p. 2) Melancholy Blues (p. 20) 
 
Book 5 includes 4 original duets for early advanced pianists which consists of 
musical elements as indicated below. Book 5 can be incorporated with Alfred Premier 
Piano Course level 6. 
- Harmony: primary chords, secondary chords, secondary dominants, extended 
chords 
- Key signature: C major, A minor, F major 
- Meter: 4/4 
- Music notation: eighth note, quarter note, half note, dotted half note, whole note 
- Rhythms: straight steady rhythm, swing, triplet 
- Stylistic elements: blues, blues swing, boogie-woogie, stride piano, syncopation 
- Recording: This book is not recorded. 
 
The length of pieces in Jazz, Rags, and Blues collections vary; the shortest selection 
is 21 measures and the longest section is 74 measures. Three-four (3/4) and four-four 
meters (4/4) are used in the majority of the pieces. The harmonic language consists of 
primary and secondary chords through the late elementary level. Secondary dominant 
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chords, seventh chords, extended chords, modal mixture harmonies, chromatic scale, and 
augmented and diminished triads are found through the early advanced level. Typically, 
three part forms (ABA) are used with an addition of a short introduction and coda in 
many of her pieces. D.C al Fine, D.S al Coda, strophic form, and theme and variations 
are also used. Each book from late elementary to early advanced levels contain blues 
swing, straight steady rhythmic features, and jazz stylistic elements such as stride piano, 
syncopation, swing, triplet, and boogie-woogie bass patterns. Jazz, Rags & Blues 
collections contain original jazz music. Classical and Christmas books contain 
arrangements in jazz styles of classical melodies. The melodies consist of Christmas 
hymn tunes and popular songs from the late elementary to early advanced levels. These 
collections provide various styles of jazz idioms for students and teachers who are 
classically trained and interested in exploring jazz music beyond the classic repertoire. 
The books may be used as supplementary music in tandem with other commonly used 
instructional methods.  
Recommendation for further study 
Martha Mier’s compositions are a noteworthy addition to the educational teaching 
literature. This study focuses on analyzing Martha Mier’s educational compositions 
consisting of jazz, ragtime, and blues styles in her four collections; Jazz, Rags & Blues, 
Classical Jazz, Rags & Blues, Christmas Jazz, Rags & Blues, and Jazz, Rags & Blues for 
Two. As a result of this research, additional analysis of Martha Mier’s educational 
compositions for piano solo and ensembles are suggested:  
1. Alfred’s Premier Piano Course 
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2. Solo Piano Collections: Bravo!, Celebrate America!, Center Stage, Christmas 
Cheer, Christmas Delights, Christmas Kaleidoscope, Favorite Solos, 
Halloween Favorites, Holiday Treats, Just Imagine!, Keyboard Kaleidoscope, 
Musical Snapshots, Reflections, Romantic Impressions, Romantic Sketches, A 
Star Spangled Celebration 
3. Ensemble: Terrific Tunes for Two (One piano, four hands), Treasures for Two 
(One piano, four hands), Agent 003 (One piano, six hands) 
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